Cage Systems
One of the most basic equipment for professionals
in animal care and breeding which warrants caution
while choosing the right type for your operations.
Which is why we have on offer, a collection of high
quality stainless steel as well as fiberglass cages
for you to choose from. Although these cages look
attractive, their design is highly functional. These
cages are designed keeping in mind that pets will
spend a considerable amount of time inside whether
it be waiting to get a loving home or recovering
from a recent surgery, their comfort is the top most
priority. Not only that our cage systems are also
made keeping in mind ease of maintenance for our
pets’ human caretakers. They are easy to clean and
maintain hygiene and not to mention their modular
design which can be arranged according to the
space you might have.

KA-509-BK (2L+4M+5S)

KA-509 (1L+2M)

Stainless Steel Round Corner Modular Cage
Top Class SUS304 Stainless Steel material ensures an ultra long
service life over 20 years. Round Cornered solid walls leave no
blind corner for hygiene purpose, thus, easy to sterilize and
maintain. One hand operating door locking system makes it
easy to carry an animal out and lock the door at the same time.
Strong front door made from 8mm and 6mm stainless steel rods
make sure relived pet stay, with other options like a transparent
door for therapy purpose too.

Cage Systems

Standard Modular cage bank is made of 5x Small cages ideal for cats, toy dog breeds & rabbits.
4x Medium cages ideal for small and medium sized dogs.

Standard Modular cage bank can
be stacked in 5x small, 4x medium
& 2x large cages



Comes with Round Corners leaves
no spaces



Nice polishing and Finishing



Removable door hinge



Magnetic Latch



Wheels Optional

2x Large cages with cage divides ideal for two medium sized
breeds or with the divider pulled out for one large dog breed.
Optional
Cage with Drainage
(₹ 10,000 + GST)
Castor Kit
(₹ 2400 + GST)

CODE

KA-509S

KA-509M

KA-509L

KA-509M-TH

DIMENSIONS

19"L x 18"W x 21"H

24"L x 28"W x 30"H

48"L x 28"W x 36"H

24"L x 28"W x 30"H

SIZE

MRP
2

Features:



Small

₹ 51,000

+91-9637470856

Medium

₹ 63,500

Large

₹ 1,10,500

support@abkgrooming.com

Medium
₹ 73,500

www.abkgrooming.com

Removable Door Hinge

T-Joint Connectors

Professional Polishing
And Finishing

Round Corner leaves
no hygiene Dead Space

Stack on Firmly Securely

Optional: Drain Hole

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

Optional 8mm Thick acrylic door especially for
Oxygen Therapy with thermometer & hygrometer

www.abkgrooming.com

Cage Systems

Magnetic Latch
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Cage Systems

KA-505-201-BK (1L+2M)

Stainless Steel Hybrid Cage


Flat packed easy to reduce
transportation costs



Perfect design, quick installation
and stable structure.

CODE

KA-505S-201

KA-505M-201

KA-505L-201

DIMENSIONS

17"L x 20"W x 22"H

22"L x 26"W x 30"H

43"L x 26"W x 31"H

SIZE

MRP
4

Features:

Cage Bank boasts single-handed, double-point
locks and narrowly spaced wires at the latch area,
preventing pets from opening the latch with their
paws. This bank comes in three sizes - small, medium &
large. The cage features a dividing panel, transforming
it from one large cage into two medium cages. Door
unit is made of SUS304 Stainless Steel and other parts
are made of SUS 201 Stainless Steel. Dividable large-size
cage unit (divided into 2 medium - size cage units).

Small

₹ 22,000

+91-9637470856

Medium

₹ 33,500

Large

Optional
6 Castors
(₹ 9,860+ GST)

₹ 63,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Fine Plastic Dip-In Treated Grid

Increased Density Wire
at Latch Parts

Dividable Large Cage

Magnetic Latch

Coin-Driven Screws

Optional
6 Castors
(₹ 9,860+ GST)
Large-Size Platform

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Cage Systems

DOUBLE Layered plastic waste tray
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KA-510-BK (2L+4M+5S)

Cage Systems

Fiberglass Round Corner Modular
Cage with Stainless Steel Door
KA-510 Fiberglass cage has been
developed to look great work functionally,
and outlast the average modular cages
in the market. The unit is made from the
same type of fiberglass used to construct
yachts which makes it durable, scratch
resistant and easy to clean and maintain.
Ability to attach extra accessories
allows user to make the cage system
more functional and according to their
requirements. It is equipped with drainage
system.



Isolated wire and water pipes installed on the outside for
safety and allows use of needed appliances.



Varied one piece stainless steel connection boards and
built-in reinforcing strips for added rigidity.



Pre-installed water spray, hose and drain holes to make
cleaning and maintenance easy.



Removable front door affixed by strong zinc die cast
hinges in case need to replace with transparent door into
oxygen therapy station.



65mm diameter waste pipe and 100mm main pipe to
prevent blockage from hair or dirt.



5cm radius round corners prevents collection of waste.



Dual point self-latching doors.



Wide range of options to customize.

CODE

KA-510S

KA-510M

KA-510L

DIMENSIONS

20"L x 19"W x 24"H

25"L x 27"W x 31"H

51"L x 27"W x 37"H

SIZE

MRP
6

Features:

Small

₹ 53,500

+91-9637470856

Medium
₹ 74,500

Large

₹ 1,55,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

1 -piece Stainless Steel
Connection Board

Built-in Reinforcing
strips

Pre -Drilled holes for
water sprayer hose

Strong zinc die cast
hinges & removable doors

ø 65 mm waste pipe
& ø 100 mm main pipe

10 mm lower basin
shaped base

Fluid retaining lip
avoids leakage

Fine gauge filter +
stainless steel cap

Optional fine
grid for floor

5 cm radius rounded
corners

Dual point self
latching doors

Step lip for placing divider

Narrow tolerance
between
latch opening

Pre-threaded
8 mm thick sturdy
fiberglass

Welded & polished
front doors

Cage Systems

Isolated wire &
Water Pipes.

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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UC-1701-BK (1L+2M)

Cage Systems

Stainless Steel Heating Cage Intensive Care Unit


The proven design is safe, reliable and convenient keeping pets
under warm and accurately controlled oxygen conditions.



Ventilation holes pre-drilled on both front door and back board
enhances pet care once inside.



Hygrometer installed on front door, displays the humidity and
temperature controller displays and controls temperature in the
cage accurately.



Comes with magnetic locks on door as standard



A mobile base is optional.

CODE

UC-1701-M

UC-1701-L

UC-1701-BK

DIMENSIONS

35"L x 25"W x 44"H

51"L x 26"W x 34"H

51"L x 26"W x 65"H

SIZE

MRP
8

Features:

The Stainless Steel Raptor Warming
& Oxygen Therapy Cage
features a durable front door fixed
in 8 mm diameter stainless steel
frame. Important facility for animals
with cardiovascular or respiratory
diseases. Also an incredibly
important equipment for any
veterinary clinic/hospital.

Medium

₹ 2,05,000

+91-9637470856

Large

₹ 3,65,000

1L+2M

₹ 7,80,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

KC-1201

KC-1201-BK (1L+1L)

Stainless Steel Round Corner
Cat Condo

Cage Systems

Provides more suitable conditions to cats. The left half
of the condo is a living area equipped with resting
panel; right half is an area for rest and excretion (cat
litter boxes available). Rounded corners; Smooth and
easy to clean to keep it hygienic. Clear Stainless Steel
mesh and transparent acrylic door. Easy for users to
observe and free of depression for cats. Open/close
the horizontal tunnel to excite and interest cats.

Optional
Castor 4 Pcs/Kit
(₹ 2,400 + GST)

CODE

KC-1201

KC-1201-BK

DIMENSIONS

39"L x 30" x 34"H

39"L x 26"W x 69"H

SIZE

MRP

Standard
₹ 1,12,500

+91-9823203065

1L+1L

₹ 2,25,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Cage Systems

KA-509-RES

Cat Restraint Cage
Cat restriction cage, with middle HDPE resting platform, small
lifting door and waste tray, add locker to the slide door +
bigger watter and food tray and separate 1/2 waste tray (front
side) seal-sand box for the cat will only be only in the back side.
Can put wheels on each cage. Specifically designed for easy
handling of cats during examinations or anytime absolute
control is must. Magnetic latch allows for gentle opening/
closing of the door. Locks automatically to eliminate the risk
of cat escapes. Easy to grip strong holding bars at front of the
squeeze panels make the operation fairly easy.

CODE

KA-509-RES

DIMENSIONS

24"L x 30"W x 30"H

SIZE

MRP
10

Features:



Cat Restriction Cage, with middle
HDPE resting platform, small lifting
door and waste tray,



Optional locker for sliding door.



Bigger water & food tray.



Waste tray for half of the cage
(Front Side).



Castors can be put on the cage.

Standard
₹ 1,22,500

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Grooming Tables
Grooming tables add an element of safety to
the entire process of pet grooming making it an
essential tool to have in any pet salon or spa. And
there is no one type of grooming table that can meet
every groomer’s requirements. We are delighted to
showcase a variety of grooming tables that can be
easily raised or lowered - electrically or manually,
tables that are portable, easy to maintain and to
suit every budget. But the goal is that the groomer
as well as the pet feel comfortable throughout the
grooming process. Some of our tables come with
unique features like power outlets and USB ports. But
all of them are guaranteed to be equally durable
with tough build quality.

FT-808Pro

Grooming Tables

Magna Low Electric Lifting Table
Ultra reliable and more functional Magna Low Electric Lifting
Table now comes with more features. It is a perfect tool in any
grooming salon or veterinary clinic. It boasts a heavy duty Linak
Electric Actuator, a power supply board with USB to plug-in various
equipment and charge electronic devices. Hanging hooks on
the side of the table-top keeps all your equipment close and
convenient. The whole table is earthed by a metal foot leveler and
adjustable feet. The power supply system is protected by a top
class circuit breaker. No need to worry about any water being near
this powerful table with the new leakage detector included in the
breaker box. Three layered protection ensures 100% safe operation
on this table. Innovative X-frame is stable, powerful and quiet in
operation. The removable table-top is easy-to-clean, ability to
change the colour better suiting your personal style and preference.
Super stable electric lifting base.

Code

FT-808Pro

Dimensions (Cm)

125 L x 64 W x 25.4-104 H

Size

Dimensions (Inch)
Max Load
MRP

12

Features:



Tools organizer.



Ultra-low initial height.



Earthing foot & circuit breaker wit
leakage detector.



USB ports & transparent storage
drawer.



Optional protective Sponge Pop
Magic Mat.

Large

49”L x 25”W x 10”-41” H
150 kg

₹ 69,750

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

FT-818

FT-819

Sprint Height Adjustable Folding table with height adjusting
system, easy to handle and offers perfect stability. 4 stages of
height setting, finding the most ergonomic positions for most
groomers. Ideal for use in professional grooming salons. It is
easy to setup and set to desired height.

Code

FT-818

FT-819

Dimensions (Cm)

90L x 60 W x 81-93H

120L x 60W x 81-93H

Size

Dimensions (Inch)
Max Load
MRP

+91-9823203065

Medium

35”L x 24”W x 32”-37”H
80 kg

₹ 19,000

Features:



Patented locking system.



Easy to operate.



Very tight positioning.

Large

47”L x 24”W x 32”-37H”
80 kg

Grooming Tables

Sprint Height Adjustable Table

₹ 19,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Folding Grooming Table with
Stainless Steel Legs
Classical folding table with non-slip
rubber surface. Stable & durable stainless
steel legs. Dual functional grooming
arm. Static-free rubber mat, makes this
tabletop easy to clean and remove hair
and debris. High Density MDF board. Pliable
PVC edging resists scratches and mars.

FT-812
Code

FT-811

FT-812

Dimensions (Cm)

75L x 47W x 82H

90L x 60W x 76H

Size

Dimensions (Inch)

Grooming Tables

Max Load

30"L x 18"W x 32"H
40 kg

Medium

35"L x 24"W x 30"H
45 kg

MRP

₹ 12,950

₹ 15,500 + GST

BEST PRICE

₹ 7,770 + GST

₹ 9,300 + GST

FT-820H

FT-821H

FT-821 HM

Sprint Portable Competition Table
These super lightweight competition tables are a favourite at dog shows. Slip-proof comfortable surfaces
texture is soothing to both dogs and handlers. It is simple two-step folding process makes it easy to transport
and store. Big enough to hold most medium sized breeds.

Code

FT-820H

FT-821H

FT-821HM

Dimensions (Cm)

65L x 45W x 81H

65L x 45W x 81H

75L x 50W x 76H

Size

Dimensions (Inch)
Max Load
MRP

14

Small

FT-811

Small

24"L x 18"W x 32"H
20 kg

₹ 9,900

+91-9637470856

Small

24"L x 18"W x 32"H
20 kg

₹ 11,000

Medium

30"L x 20"W x 30"H
20 kg

₹ 13,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

FT-803E

Features:



Chile Made MDF Board tabletop with pliable PVC edge resists scratches.



Complete metal frame durable and long-lasting.



Unique Z-Frame design eliminates wobble & tipping.



Slime base leaves comfortable leg-room.



World-class Linak Denmark Linear actuating system provides smooth
raising & lowering of the table.

Code

FT-803E

FT-803LE

Dimensions (Cm)

96L x 66W x 51-102H

122L x 66W x 51-102H cm

Size

Dimensions (Inch)
Max Load
MRP

+91-9823203065

Medium

38"L x 26" x 20"-40"H
80 - 100 kg
₹ 45,500

Large

48"L x 26"W x 20"-40"H
120 - 200 kg

Grooming Tables

Magna Effective Electric Lifting Table

₹ 47,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Grooming Tables

FT-804L

Armour Z-Frame Hydraulic Table
The Armour Hydraulic table is a perfect choice for professional
groomers. Steel constructed Z-Frame design keeps the tables
incredibly stable and prevents tipping over. Boasts a durable
Chilean made MDF board table-top is built to last. Durable
Z-Frame prevents tipping and keeps tables steady. Metal edge
frame ensures long-service life. Rock steady at any height.
Powder coated frame for extra durability.

Code

FT-804L

Dimensions (Cm)

126L x 65W x 101H

Size

Dimensions (Inch)
Max Load
MRP

16

Large

50"L x 25"W x 20"-40"H
150 kg

₹ 49,750

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Grooming Tables

FT-804E

Magna Z-Frame Electric Table
The Magna Electric Z-Frame table is a perfect choice
for professional groomers. Steel constructed Z-Frame
design keeps the tables incredibly stable and prevents
tipping over. Boasts a durable Chilean made MDF board
table-top is built to last. Durable Z-Frame prevents
tipping and keeps tables steady. Metal edge frame
ensures long-service life. Rock steady at any height.
Powder coated frame for extra durability.

Code

FT-804E

Dimensions (Cm)

96L x 65W x 65.5H

Size

Dimensions (Inch)
Max Load
MRP

+91-9823203065

Medium

38"L x 25"W x 26"-42"H
110 kg

₹ 56,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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FT-898

Grooming Tables

Magna Big Z Electric Lift Table
Magna Big Z is popular among professional
groomers. Boasts an adjustable height range
between 36 and 108 cm and a massive load
capacity of 150 kg. Built-in electric sockets make
for a convenient power source location for all
nail grinders, dryers and clippers.

Code

FT-898

Dimensions (Inch)

47"L x 24"W x 14"-42"H

Dimensions (Cm)
Max Load
MRP

18

Features:



Incredible height range.



Simple swing-arm operation.



Rotary grooming arm locking
system.



Multiple tabletop configurations.

120L x 60W x 36-108H
150 kg

₹ 74,750

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Dryers
Time is of the essence in the pet grooming industry,
and nothing takes longer than drying pets after a
good bath. And that is why we have lined an arsenal
of high performance pet dryers that will dry the
wettest of pets in no time! Since no one size can
fit all, we are offering different styles of dryers to
choose from depending on your shop space and
the amount of work you’d like to extract out of the
dryer. From cabinet dryers to wall-mounting dryers,
choose what is convenient for you. All our dryers
have been made in accordance to international
standards and a promise of quality that will not
disappoint.

TD-907

Duke Compartment Dryer
Duke Compartment Dryer is designed to save time and resources at
professional grooming salon. It is suitable for all breeds of dogs and cats,
especially older and nervous animals. It has automatic shut-off timer
which could be set between 5 and 30 minutes. When switched on, it is
amazingly quite, virtually vibration-free. Higher air volume helps to remove
and dry water from the coat. Specialized PTC heating element keeps the
temperature safe and steady from 35ºC to 50ºC. Two powerful motors
generate huge volume of air. Enough to dry thick coated Golden Retriever in
about 25 minutes. Efficient and reliable air exchange system makes sure the
humidity is low and enough fresh air circulates for dog’s comfort. Stainless
Steel faceplate and grill are durable and easy to clean there by, helping to
maintain a sterile environment. Ozone function removes odour from the
environment and refreshes air inside the compartment after drying is done.

Features:



Overflow & Leakage Circuit
Breaker.



OMRON intelligent
temperature controller.



Removable middle divider.



Stainless Steel interior.



Fresh air intake.

Warning:

Dryers

Ozone should never be
used when there is a dog
inside the dryer

CODE

DIMENSIONS
TEMP. RANGE
AIR FLOW
NET WT.
MRP

20

TD-907

TD-907L

Inside: 32"L x 25.5"W x 27"H

Inside: 42"L x 25.5"W x 41" H

Outside: 50"L x 26"W x 43"H
35ºC to 50ºC
2,700 CFM
110 kg

₹ 3,86,500

+91-9637470856

Outside: 70"L x 26"W x 56"H
35ºC to 50ºC
2,700 CFM
120 kg

₹ 4,51,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

TD-907T

Magnate Infrared Pet Drying Cabinet

CODE

DIMENSIONS
TEMP. RANGE
AIR FLOW
VOLTAGE
SPEED

WEIGHT
LENGTH

CONSTRUCTION
MRP

+91-9823203065

Features:



The Magnate Infrared Dryer is 90% quieter
than conventional blowers.



Eliminates potential injury risks to animals.
Anti-overheating system shuts down
completely when temperature goes above
40ºC.



Infrared therapy stimulates animal body
recirculation, helps raise tissue cell vitality,
reduces granulation edem improves partial
tissue nutrition and promotes recovery
greatly.



Comes with negative-ion therapy which
dispenses hot air with highly-concentrated
negative ions to make coat smoother,
moisturized and easier to comb and brush
while purifying the air inside the cabinet.



Intelligent design makes it easy to operate
and maintain the machine.

TD-907T

Outside: 80L x 62W x 53H cm

Inner Size: 75L x 57W x 48H cm
24ºC TO 40ºC.
900 CFM

230V/ 50 HZ
3400 SPM
362 g
6.25"

POLYMER

Dryers

The Magnate Infrared Pet Drying Cabinet is a small
space saving device which cuts down drying time
and helps increase overall efficiency for professional
groomers. The dryer allows groomers to streamline
their business to maximize the output of groomed
animals, allowing an increase in clientele. No table,
no blowers, no noise, no hot air, no aggressive or
irritated animals biting and scratching, no out of
control pets, no excess flow and hair everywhere.

₹ 1,94,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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TD-906N

TD-906N

Edge New Generation Stand Dryer

Dryers

The Edge New Generation Stand Dryer is gentle & powerful inishing dryer capable
of producing wind speeds upto 38 m/s. Temperature ranges from 25ºC to 75ºC.
Edge Dryer features a Japanese made heavy duty 1HP fan, air-cooled brushless
motor, reliable heating element and toggle air adjustments. Variable air speed and
temperature controls, makes this dryer suitable for all kinds of breeds. The dryer
connects to a sturdy powder coated stand with durable locking casters which
are balanced in weight design providing stability. Implementation of advanced
technology translates to reduce noise levels. The washable foam filter is easy to
remove and clean. The nozzle rotates 360º, easily positioned at any angle. Advanced
tourmaline brushes generate negative ions that aid in containing internal cuticle
moisture, taming unruly hair and straightening curly coats. Negative ions also help in
purifying the air and creating a healthier environment. along with giving shine and
fluffyness to the coat.

CODE

TD-906N

TEMP. RANGE

25ºC to 75ºC

POWER

AIR SPEED

CONSTRUCTION
MRP

22

1Hp Fan motor
38 m/s

Heat and Damage resistant ABS and PPS plastic.
₹ 61,500

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

TD-905N

TD-905N

TD-905N

TD-905N

Edge New Generation Wall-mount Dryer

CODE

TD-905N

TEMP. RANGE

25ºC to 75ºC

POWER

AIR SPEED

CONSTRUCTION
MRP

+91-9823203065

Dryers

The Edge New Generation Wall Mount Dryer is gentle & powerful finishing dryer capable of
producing wind speeds upto 38 m/s. Temperature ranges from 25ºC to 75ºC. Edge Dryer features
a Japanese made heavy duty 1HP fan, air-cooled brushless motor, reliable heating element and
toggle air adjustments. The dryer is practically maintenance-free and does not require oiling
or greasing of internal parts. It is energy efficient and economical to run being extremely quite
at 40dB theire by providing a calm working environment for pets. The Edge Wall mount dryer
consists of an ABS body compartment, resistant to harsh chemicals and scratches. The double
layer housing on the heater prevents over-heating. The outlet tube is made from heat resistant
PPS material resisting over 260ºC. Advanced tourmaline brushes generate negative ions that aid
in containing internal cuticle moisture, taming unruly hair and straightening curly coats. Negative
ions also help in purifying the air and creating a healthier environment.

1Hp Fan motor
38 m/s

Heat and Damage resistant ABS and PPS plastic.
₹ 71,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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TD-901T

Cyclone Single Motor Dryer with Heater
Small, powerful and efficient –this Dryer is nothing less than a cyclone. It is capable of delivering high volume
of air to dry water off the furriest animals faster than before. What is the use of all that power if it cannot last?
The Cyclone Single Motor Dryer with Heater has a seam welded housing which makes it incredibly strong
and reduces motor noise. The entire system is designed for efficient delivery of high performance and better
energy savings.

Specifications:
Max Power

1800 Watts

Blow Force

605 g

Heat Power

600 Watts

Speed

Highest Temperature
Hose Length

Hose Diameter

8.2

4.2 kg

Construction

Steel

Noise

83 dB

CODE

TD-901T

MRP

₹ 12,950



Improved lifespan comes with new
motor and carbon brushes.



Large diameter hose for better airflow.



Dryer housing unit is seam welded
perfectly sealing internal components
and reducing noise.



Better airflow system and reduced
friction improves efficiency translating
into energy savings.



Two-stage air-filtration with washable
filter and easy replacement.



Separate switch for heating element.



Flexible and puncture resistant hose.



Easy to carry.

52° C

34L x 16w x 21H cm

Net Weight

Dryers

60 m/s variable control

52 mm + Nozzle attachments

Dimensions

24

Features:

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

TD-901GT

Aeolian Blaster Single Motor Dryer
A single motor dryer which can outperform most dual-motor dryers in an extremely lightweight and compact
design. is the most powerful single motor dryer in India and the best air dryer for pets on a budget. It comes
with a 10-foot-long hose which makes navigation easy around pets of all sizes. A dedicated heating element
heats up to a crisp 52° C ideal in cold weather climates.

Max Power

2800 Watts

Blow Force

895 g

Heat Power

600 Watts

Speed

Highest Temperature
Hose Length

90 m/s variable control
52° C



One-Click Easy Operation, allowing the
operator to remove the nozzle with just
one finger.



Heater function is useful in cold
weather.



Ultimate flexibility with heating
elements to provide drying as well as
blasting function.

10 + 3 nozzle attachments

Dimensions

34L x 16W x 21H cm



Construction

Steel

Provides equally powerful blast as a
double motor dryer.



Light weight.



Easy to service.

Net Weight

4.2 kg

Noise

CODE
MRP

86 dB

TD-901GT

Dryers

Features:

Specifications:

₹ 15,950

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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TD-900XT

Hercules Double Motor Dryer
Hercules Double Motor Dryer delivers incredible blow force of 955gm and very fast wind speed
of 95m/s making it the world’s most powerful dual motor pet dryer available. Its 38mm carbon
brushes are the longest on the market. Smaller Sparks created by the smaller carbon pellets and
smoother rotor five the Hercules 30% longer lifespan compared to similar model. A better air flow
system and a smaller flow friction force has allowed the Hercules to perform at a higher energy
efficient ratio. yielding a 30% savings in energy consumption.

Features:

Specifications:
2400 Watts

Blow Force

955 g



Heater function is useful in cold
weather.

95 m/s variable control



Ultimate flexibility with heating
elements to provide drying as well as
blasting function.



Provides equally powerful blast as a
double motor dryer.



Light weight.



Easy to service.

600 Watts

Speed

Highest Temperature
Hose Length

Hose Diameter

6.4 kg

Construction

Steel

Noise

MRP

65° C

48.5L x 16w x 21H

Net Weight

CODE

955 g

10 + 3 nozzle attachments

Dimensions

Dryers

One-Click Easy Operation, allowing
the operator to remove the nozzle
with just one finger.

Max Power

Heat Power

26



85 dB

TD-900XT
₹ 20,750

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

TD-900CG

Gemini Parallel Double Motor Dryer
The power of two motors in one compact package. Presenting the Gemini Parallel Double Motor
Dryer! All that power is handled precisely with variable control. So not only does it dry coats of all
kinds of breeds quickly and efficiently but also ensures that the animal’s coat isn’t damaged. Its
compact size makes it portable and allows for better installation.

Power

2400 Watts Twin Motors

Blow Force

1250 g +

Speed

95 m/s

Temperature

65° C

Hose Length

10 Heavy Duty

Dimensions

53L x 39W x 38H cm

Net Weight

7 kg

Construction

Steel

Noise

CODE
MRP

Features:

83 dB



Strongest Dual Motor Dryer.



Variable Speed Control.



Triple Rear Filtering System.



Natural Heat generated by two
powerful motors.



10 Heavy Duty Flexible Hose for
durability with 3 nozzle attachments.



Specially designed handle for safe
carry and cable organizing.



Metallic paint coating for durability.

TD-900CG

Dryers

Specifications:

₹ 33,500

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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AFTD-3V

Commander® Variable Speed Pet Dryer
The Commander® Single Motor Pet Dryer despite being compact and light-weight delivers drying
power at par with bigger machines. It generates hot air at a temperature ideal for pets. Whether it’s
cats or dog breeds large or small Commander® cuts drying time by as much as 60% without damaging
coats of our four-legged friends. Variable Speed air control allows better air flow management. Its small
size and intelligent design make it portable and can be installed vertically or horizontally.

Specifications:



Perfect for long and short haired breeds.



Delivers cool, dry air ideal for thin fur for cats.



Ideal for Home Grooming

130 CFM/ Variable



6 ft. flexible hose, Easy Change Air filter,
Heavy Duty

12 ft.



Nozzle Blower, Groomer Rake, Air Flare &
Concentrator.



Dual Mounted Legs for horizontal and vertical
operations.



Variable speed air flow control.



5 Year Warranty.

4 HP

Speed Range

71-142 m/s

1250 g +

Current

11.5 Amps

Watts

1350 Watts

Air Flow

Control 0-28,000FPM

Cord Length

Hose Length

Dryers

Cuts drying time by 60% without damaging
coats.

Peak Power
Blow Force
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Features:



6“

Dimensions

30L x 18W x 18H cm

Weight

5.44 kg

Construction

Steel

CODE

AFTD-3V

MRP

₹ 38,500

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

MB-3V-220

Master Blaster Variable Control Pet Dryer
Featuring two 4HP motors and dual variable controls, the Master Blaster offers infinite control over
airspeed. It allows you to reduce unnecessary noise upto 90% while grooming small or short-haired
breeds. Less noise means less frightened dogs and more efficient grooming. Powerful when you
need it and gentle when you don’t. Its the perfect tool for all your furry clients, big or small, long hair
or short. You, your clients and pets will appreciate that the Master Blaster has no heating element,
so you can quickly and safely dry pets without the risk of making them uncomfortable or damaging
their coats. Includes everything your business needs for quick and efficient drying services: a heavy
duty 10 ft. commercial hose, neoprene blower nozzle, air-flare and a 12 ft . 3 conductor cord. All steel
construction to provide ultimate durability and provide years of trouble-free service.

Specifications:
Peak Power

8 HP

Current

19 Amps

0-297 m/s

Speed Range
Watts

2280 Watts

Cord Length

12 ft.

0-400 CFM/ Variable Control
0-58,500 FPM

Air Flow
Hose Length

10

Dimensions

22L x 8W x 11H

Weight

CODE
MRP

Dryers

11.7 kg

Construction

Steel

MB-3V-220
₹ 79,500

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Quick Draw Portable Pet Dryer
The Quick Draw Portable dryer produces 10 times
more blowing power than a human hair dryer and
best of all, it’s safe for all pets because there’s no
heating element to dry out their coats or burn their
skin. Will eliminate water from even the wettest
and hairiest of dogs. Whether at home or on the
road, it makes drying and grooming effortless with
its portable, lightweight frame and powerful 1.3HP
motor. With all steel construction, this reliable dryer
is built to withstand years of use. It includes 6. hose,
12 ft. power cord, air concentrated blower, air flare,
table mounting hook and a shoulder strap for easy
carrying and mobility.

Code

QD-1

Speed Range

71 m/s

Peak Power

QD-1

1.3 Hp

Current

8 Amps

Watts

960 Watts

Air Flow

12 ft.

Cord Length

38 m/s

Hose Length

6

Dimensions

4.5" x 7.5" x 9.75"

Construction

CODE

STEEL

Weight

1.3 kg

MRP

QD-1
₹ 18,500

Supalite Handheld Dryer - Black

Dryers

The Supalite Handheld Dryer is
a Dual Nozzle Dryer which offers
high power drying. It provides 6
heat settings, two air speeds and
two nozzles. Its compact size and
versatility makes it a great choice
for professional groomers.

TD-904N
Code

TD-904N

Heat Setting

10 Temperature levels

Max Power

Net Wt

Dimensions
MRP
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2000 Watts

+ 2 cold air positions
1 kg

22 x 12 x 27 cm
₹ 3,500

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Wall Bracket for
Single Motor Dryers
Stainless Steel Wall
bracket for Single
Motor Dryers. Easily
mountable.

Wall Bracket for Hercules
Dryer

Stainless Steel Wall Bracket for Hercules Dryer.
Easily Mountable.

CODE

TD-9012

CODE

MRP

₹ 3,500

MRP

TD-9012X
₹ 5,700

Groomer’s Third Arm

Hose of Dryer

Adjustable clamp
acts as the groomer’s
third arm which can
be used to hold hoses
and handheld dryers.
Adds convenience in a
professional grooming
salon environment.

Replacement hose for dryers

CODE

TD-9011

CODE

MRP

₹ 4,100

MRP

TD-90033
₹ 2,000

Dry Stand for Single Motor Dryers

CODE

TD-9013

MRP

₹ 11,800

+91-9823203065

Dryers

To keep your single motor dryer out of harms way the
Dry Stand is ideal. Boasts height adjustable column and
high quality casters. Allows you to keep dryers away
from pets while providing enough maneuverability for
drying operations.

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Spa & Bathtubs
The most important stage in pet grooming
and also a tricky one if you ask a professional
groomer. Which is why after they’ve encouraged
pets to have a bath, groomers need a way to
get pets bathed quickly and with little stress.
Our collection of Spas and Bathtubs are ideal!
Available in different configurations and sizes,
professionals will find that our bathtubs and
spas are a breeze to work with. Not only do our
bathing equipment make it easier for groomers
to work with, they’re also designed with pets’
comfort in mind, because the less stressful pets
are the easier it is to clean them up.

BTS-150-L

Spa & Bathtubs

Nova Micro Bubble SPA Tub
This Professional Spa Tub offers unprecedented
luxury and therapeutic experiences for the pet
industry. Patent pending technology generates
billions of minuscule bubbles between 20-40 μm,
immediately changing pure water into a creamy
milky white liquid that soothes and caresses the
skin and coat. The tiny bubbles carry negative ions
that attach to dirt particles, lift them to the surface
off the dog’s skin and out of their coats. When dirt
is saturated with micro-bubbles, the particles will
float up to the surface of the water. The best part
is you don’t need any shampoo to clean the pet’s
undercoat, the bubbles will do all the work. There
have been many cases where the effects on severe
skin diseases, rashes and irritated conditions
have been dramatically and positively altered
and improved. When cleaning and conditioning
solutions are implemented, the effect is even more
pronounced, resulting in better moisturizing, cleaning
and smoothing treatment.

First micro-bubble spa tub that has high
density Ozone in the bubbles.



When air is absorbed into the water, the
ozone level is capable of reaching 14-15%
saturation.



This aids in treating numerous skin
issues and irritation problems.



Can be connected to oxygen tank to get
100% pure ozone infused into the water.



The therapeutic effect result is fantastic
skin and great looking and feeling coat.



Two countdown timers, one for spa
treatment and another for ozone
function.



The ozone can also be switched on and
turned off automatically for maintaining
daily sterilization conditions.

Code

BTS-150-L

BTS-150-XL

Tank

59.06"L x 31.5"W x 29.53"H

59.06"L x 31.5"W x 35.43"H

Dimensions
MRP
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Features:



74.8"L x 33.07"W x 46.06"H
₹ 10,75,000

+91-9637470856

74.8"L x 33.07"W x 57.97"H
₹ 11,25,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Nova Round Lip Electric Bathing
Tub With Lifting Door
The Nova Series of bathing tubs are made from 2 mm
thick SUS 304 Stainless Steel, which is acquired from
renowned manufacturers, meets and even exceeds
all international standards. The BTS-142E is equipped
with lifting doors and an electric actuator from Linak
Denmark which can smoothly raise and lower the tub to
make access for smaller pets easy. The control pedals
for the electric lifting are water resistant. It comes with a
multi-filtering drain, flexible drainage hose and standard
pre-drilled holes for hot & cold faucet installation.

Code

BTS-142E

Voltagae

220V-240V

Dimensions
MRP

Features:



Round corner front lip for comfortable
body contact.



Lift-up door for easy entrance of largesized animals.



Built with 100% 304 stainless steel.



Pre-drilled faucet holes.



Overhead arm is optional.

50"L x 26.4"W x 20"-40"H

Spa & Bathtubs

BTS-142E

₹ 1,45,000

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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BTS-138E

Spa & Bathtubs

Nova-Eco Electric Bathing Tub with
Fully Welded Tank
The Nova Eco Electric Bathing tub is constructed from SUS304
stainless steel, giving it anti-rusting properties and credible
durability. The fully welded bathtub tank has been designed with
round corners and smooth polish, making it a top choice for
maintaining a hygienic environment. More economical than our
spas, this is the next best thing providing medical treatments
for pets with skin problems. Pre-drilled holes on each side allow
for 4" to 8" faucets installations. Fold-able splash guard panels
offer flexibility based on your needs. This tub lifts with ease using
a world-class Linak linear actuator powered by step-on water
resistant pedals. This tub allows simple management of small
breeds by raising the tub and adding a puppy booster and
larger/older breeds by lowering the tub for them to stroll in. The
gentle up/down movement provided by the hydraulic arm does
not startle pets. Includes is a flexible drain hose, stainless steel
hair strainer, two bottom panels and one puppy booster

Code

BTS-138E

Voltagae

220V-240V

Dimensions
MRP

36

Features:



Solid, welded stainless steel
construction with rounded
corners and edges for
durability and easy cleaning.



Economical for businesses.



Pre-drilled holes for faucet
installation.



Silent operation Linak electric
linear actuator with water
resistant step-on pedals.



Accessories included.

50"L x 26"W x 41" - 69"H
₹ 1,25,000

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

BTS-130E

Nova Electric Bathing Tub with
Lifting Door

Code

BTS-130E

Voltage

220V-240V

Dimensions
Capacity

Net Weight
MRP

+91-9823203065

Features:



Flexible drain hose with multifiltering drain



Two Tub Racks with PVC bath
mats



Water-spray holders



Pre-drilled holes for faucets



Water resistant height control
pedals



Black plastic floor panel



Shampoo rack (optional)

50"L x 27"W x 41"-69"H
150 kg
92 kg

Spa & Bathtubs

The Nova Series of bathing tubs are made from 2mm thick
SUS304 Stainless Steel which are acquired from renowned
manufacturers and meet and even exceed all international
standards. The BTS-130E is equipped with lifting doors and an
electric actuator from Linak Denmark which can smoothly
raise and lower the tub to make access for smaller pets easy.
The control pedals for the electric lifting are water resistant. It
comes with a multi-filtering drain, flexible drainage hose and
standard pre-drilled holes for hot &cold faucet installation.
Not only does the manufacturing methods of the Nova Series
Stainless Steel tubs make them durable but also an elegant
piece of equipment in any establishment. Flexible drain hose
with multi-filtering drain

₹ 1,70,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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BTS-131E

Spa & Bathtubs

Nova Electric Bathing Tub with
Sliding Door
Virtually identical to the BTS-130E except for the operation
of the door, the BTS-131E is also built using the same
premium quality SUS 304 stailess steel and can be used
for prolonged periods of time without any compromise
on quality and functionality. Just like its counterpart, the
BTS-131 E also has a multi-filtering drain, pre-drilled holes
for water faucets, a superior quality NSK ball baering, and
a large sliding range for the door.

CODE

BTS-131E

VOLTAGE

220V-240V

DIMENSIONS
CAPACITY
NET WT.
MRP

38

Features:



Flexible drain hose with multi filtering
drain



Two Tub Racks with PVC bath mats



Water-spray holders



Pre-drilled holes for faucets



Water resistant height control pedals



Black plastic floor panel (optional)



Shampoo rack (optional)

50"L x 27"W x 41"-69"H
150 kg
92 kg

₹ 1,70,000

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

BTS-130

Nova Classic Bathing Tub with
Lifting Door

CODE

BTS-130

CAPACITY

150 kg

DIMENSIONS
NET WT.
MRP

Features:



Flexible drain hose with multi
filtering drain



Two tub racks with PVC bath mats



Water-spray holders



Pre-drilled holes for faucets



Black plastic floor panel (optional)



Shampoo rack (optional)



Up -Down Lifting door



Swing in & Swing out ramp

50"L x 27"W x 55"-69"H
53 kg

Spa & Bathtubs

The Nova Series of bathing tubs are made from 2 mm thick
SUS304 Stainless Steel which are acquired from renowned
manufacturers and meet and even exceed all international
standards. The BTS-130 is equipped with lifting doors and a
‘Swing-in-Swing-out’ ramp, so that pets are able to climb in
and out of the tub with ease. It comes with a multi-filtering
drain, flexible drainage hose and standard pre-drilled
holes for hot & cold faucet installation. Not only does the
manufacturing methods of the Nova Series Stainless Steel
tubs make them durable but also an elegant piece of
equipment in any establishment.

₹ 1,55,000

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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BTS-131

Spa & Bathtubs

Nova Classic Bathing Tub with
Sliding Door
The Nova Series of bathing tubs are made from 2 mm thick
SUS304 Stainless Steel which are acquired from renowned
manufacturers and meet and even exceed all international
standards. The BTS-131 is equipped with sliding doors and a
‘Swing-in-Swing-out’ ramp, so that pets are able to climb in
and out of the tub with ease. It comes with a multi-filtering
drain, flexible drainage hose and standard pre-drilled
holes for hot & cold faucet installation.Not only does the
manufacturing methods of the Nova Series Stainless Steel
tubs make them durable but also an elegant piece of
equipment in any establishment.

Code

BTS-131

Capacity

150 kg

Dimensions
Net Weight
MRP

40

Features:



Flexible drain hose with multifiltering drain



Two tub racks with PVC bath
mats



Water-spray holders



Pre-drilled holes for faucets



Water resistant height control
pedals



Black plastic floor panel
(optional)



Shampoo rack (optional)

50"L x 27"W x 55"-69"H
53 kg

₹ 1,60,000

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Aeolus Pet Washer Bating System
A perfect tool to provide a more effective bath in animal
clinics, grooming salons, animal shelters, etc. It can help
save upto 20% shampoos and conditioners and make the
groomer’s work easy. The Pet Washer System create a perfect
combination of air & water flow, eliminating the need to
manually dilute shampoo with water.

Code

PW-001

MRP

₹ 40,000

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

Features:



Perfect dilution produces quick
foaming.



Saves 20% Shampoo &
Conditioner.



Prevents wastage.



Easy to set dilution ratio for
different shampoos.

www.abkgrooming.com

Spa & Bathtubs

PW-001
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Spa & Bathtubs

BTS-130 ECO

Economical Stainless Steel Bathing Tub
With Lifting Door & Swing In/Out Ramp
This stainless steel bathing tub is well designed thanks to a
lifting door and an access ramp for pets to get in out of the tub.
It is made high quality stainless steel which will survive years of
heavy use by professional groomers. It is simple to assemble
and can be done in a short time and is easy to operate while
being great value for money.

CODE

BTS-130-ECO

CAPACITY

150 kg

DIMENSIONS
NET WT.
MRP

42

127L x 67W x 88H cm
53 kg

₹ 1,25,000

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Spa & Bathtubs

BTS-133

Assembly Budget Stainless Steel Tub
It offers terrific value for money without compromising on
quality & durability. This bathing tub makes for an ideal tool for
any professional pet grooming spa which gets the job done
with great efficiency. Made with SUS 304 stainless steel the tub
will never rust and is capable of years of service life.

CODE

BTS-133

CAPACITY

150 kg

DIMENSIONS
NET WT.
MRP

+91-9823203065

46"L x 25"W x 55"H
66 kg

₹ 70,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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BTS-136

Spa & Bathtubs

Economical Fully Welded
Stainless Steel Tub
A budget tub with fully welded tank & assembly
splash guards. A great choice for grooming salons
and boarding kennels; a terrific value. Add lovely
colours t your bathing room. Splash borads on
the sides can be custom painted to suit personal
preference. Splash boards are painted in vivid high
definition colours.

CODE

BTS-136

CAPACITY

150 kg

DIMENSIONS
NET WT.
MRP

44

Features:



Puppy Booster, bottom panels, hair
strainer, drain hose & silicon caulking
kit included.

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

125L x 65W x 138H cm
35 kg

₹ 90,000

+91-9637470856

Clippers, Blades &
Blade Care
We can all agree fluffy is adorable, but too
much fluff can be a bane for pets and their
humans. Thankfully trimming our pets’
coats can help avert those problems. We
are proud to present an excellent lineup
of powerful pet hair clippers for all types
of coats and hair types. Wired hair or thick
coat? No problem! We have the right
clipper for you. Not only will they cater
to your professional needs but also suit
any budget. All our clippers are carefully
selected to deliver the best performance
and the highest quality.

Andis, USA

Pulse ZR II Cordless Clipper
Now with a removable battery for quick and easy replacement. Improved
run-time of 3 hours on a single charge. Lithium-ion power mated with
powerful rotary motor to cut any hair type. 5-speeds: Adjustable from
1,800 to 3,800 strokes per minute. Equipped with a size #10 Ceramic Edge
Blade, runs cooler and stays sharper than steel. Works with all UltraEdge®
CeramicEdge® and Show Edge blades.
Includes: Charging stand. Charging plugs. Tube of blade
oil. Hard case. Battery pack.
Blades: CeramicEdge®, Detachable blade, size 10
SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60 Hz,

Speed

: 1800-3800 SPM (5-speed adjustable)

Weight

: 498g

Length

: 7.13"

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

Construction : Polymer

CODE

₹ 47,500

MRP

Andis, USA

PULSE ZR II VET PACK Cordless Clipper
Now with a removable battery for quick and easy replacement. Run-time
of 3 hours on a single charge. Lithium-ion power mated with powerful
rotary motor to cut any hair type. 5-speeds: Adjustable from 2,500 to
4,500 strokes per minute. Equipped with a size #40SS Ceramic Edge
Blade, runs cooler and stays sharper than steel. Works with all UltraEdge®
CeramicEdge® and Show Edge blades.
Includes: Charger Stand. Australian, UK, Eurpean power adapter.
Tube of blade oil. Cord pack adapter. CeramicEdge® Detachable
blade size 40SS.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60 Hz

Speed

: 2500-4500 SPM (5-speed adjustable)

Weight

: 498g

Length

: 8.13"

Construction : Polymer

CODE
MRP
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79020

79040
₹ 47,500

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

SMC Excel 5-Speed+ Clipper
A powerful, rotary motor clipper. Use lower speed for cooler running and clipping around sensitive area and
higher speed for a prettier coat finish. Soft-grip anti-slip housing for comfort and safety. Equipped with a size
#10 UltraEdge® blade. 10ft. heavy-duty power cord.
Includes Australian, UK, European Power Adapter, Charging plugs.
UltraEdge® Detachable blade size 10.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60

Speed

: 2000-3800 SPM (5-speed Adjustable)

Weight

: 362g

Length

: 6.25"

Construction : Polymer

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

+91-9823203065

65495

65485

₹ 27,500

₹ 27,500

Burgundy

Confetti

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

Andis, USA
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Andis, USA

AGC Super 2 Speed Brushless Clipper
Best for professional animal grooming, this clipper is equipped with a
brushless motor for maximum power and torque for even the toughest
grooming jobs. Constant speed technology means the clipper won’t slow
down through thick or matted areas. Features two speeds - Normal: for
most cutting needs and High: for thick coats. Fits all Andis professional
detachable blades and most competitor blades.
Includes: Australian, UK power adapters. Charging
plugs. Argentina, Brazil Plugs, European Charger adpter.
Tube of blade oil.

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60 Hz

Speed

: 3000-3800 SPM (2-speed Adjustable)

Weight

: 299g

Length

: 5.82"

Construction : Polymer

CODE

Burgundy
₹ 24,000

MRP

Andis, USA

AGC Professional 2-Speed Clipper, Black
Perfect for all coats and breeds. Professional 2-speed clipper. Heavy duty
10ft. power cord. Includes UltraEdge® #10 blade, 64071. Extremely cool
and quiet operation. Locking switch button - will not accidentally shut off.
Shatter-proof housing. Maintenance free - no oiling or greasing of internal
parts needed. Detachable blades for easy changing and cleaning - fits all
UltraEdge®,CeramicEdge® and ShowEdge® blades.

Includes: UK power adapter. Bottle of blade oil.
UltraEdge® Detachable blade,size 10.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60 Hz

Speed

: 3000-3800 SPM (2-speed Adjustable)

Weight

: 299g

Length

: 5.82"

Construction : Polymer

CODE

COLOUR
MRP
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25000

COLOUR

22610
Black

₹ 23,000

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

UltraEdge Super 2-Speed Clipper, Burgundy
Perfect for all coats and breeds. Professional 2-speed clipper. Heavy duty
10ft. power cord. Includes UltraEdge® #10 blade, 64071. Extremely cool
and quiet operation. Locking switch button - will not accidentally shut off.
Shatter-proof housing. Maintenance free - no oiling or greasing of internal
parts needed. Detachable blades for easy changing and cleaning - fits all
UltraEdge®,CeramicEdge® and ShowEdge® blades.
Includes: UK power adapter. Bottle of blade oil.
UltraEdge® Detachable blade size 10.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60 Hz

Speed

: 3000-3800 SPM (2-speed Adjustable)

Weight

: 299g

Length

: 5.82"

CODE

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

Construction : Polymer

23145

COLOUR

Burgundy

MRP

₹ 24,000

Andis, USA

UltraEdge AGC Super 2-Speed Clipper
Perfect for all coats and breeds. Professional 2-speed clipper.
Heavy duty 10ft. power cord. Includes UltraEdge® #10 blade, 64071.
Extremely cool and quiet operation. Locking switch button - will not
accidentally shut off. Shatter-proof housing. Maintenance free - no
oiling or greasing of internal parts needed. Detachable blades for
easy changing and cleaning - fits all UltraEdge®,CeramicEdge®
and ShowEdge® blades.
Includes: UK power adapter. Bottle of blade oil.
UltraEdge® Detachable blade size 10.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60 Hz

Speed

: 3000-3800 SPM (2-speed Adjustable)

Weight

: 299g

Length

: 5.82"

Construction : Polymer

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

+91-9823203065

25180

25150

₹ 24,000

₹ 24,000

Fuchsia

Lime Green

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Andis, USA

Pro-Animal EBC (Easy Blade Change)
Double Speed Clipper
Best for professional grooming on medium-coated and wire
hair breeds. Cool & quiet: features a removable blade drive cap
for easy cleaning and maintenance. Blade lock design ensures
blade won’t come loose during grooming. Includes size 10
UltraEdge® blade. Heavy duty 14” power cord.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60 Hz

Speed

: 2700-3400 SPM (2-speed)

Weight

: 362g

Length

: 6.70"

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

Construction : Polymer

CODE

Black

₹ 28,500

MRP

Incldes: Australian, UK power adapter. Charging plugs.
Tuble of blade oil. European charger adapter. Four
attachment combs: 3mm, 6mm, 10mm, 13mm. Brush.

Andis, USA

Pro-Animal EBC (Easy Blade Change)
Single Speed Clipper
Best for at-home grooming on medium-coated and wire hair
breeds. Cool & quite. Features a removeable blade drive cap for
easy cleaning and maintenance. Blade design ensures blade
won’t come loose during grooming. Heavy duty 10" power cord.
Detachable plugs for Europe UK, Australia.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60 Hz

Speed

: 3400 SPM

Weight

: 362g

Length

: 6.70"

Construction : Polymer

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

50

53305

COLOUR

53300
Black

₹ 16,500

+91-9637470856

Includes: Australian, UK, European adapters. Tube of blade
oil. Four attachment combs. 3mm, 6mm, 10mm, 13mm.
Brush. Blade guard. UltraEdge® detachable blade size 10.

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

Show Edge® Equine and Livestock Clipper
Both seasoned pros and beginning groomers can benefit from our new
ShowEdge® clipper. Its unique, angled clipper head provides improved
access in tight spots. And it packs the same punch as larger, heavier
clipper. The powerful, 2-speed rotary motor of the ShowEdge® large
animal clipper runs cooler and delivers superior results for competition
cuts, shearing and all around grooming. Detchable blades for easy
cleaning and greater versatility from a wider range of blade choices.
14ft. cord for longer reach.
Includes: Australian, UK power adapter. Bottle of blade oil.
European charger adapter. Brush. ShowEdge® detachable
livestock blade - General.

Voltage

: 230V/ 50 Hz

Speed

: 3400-4400 SPM (2-speed)

Weight

: 771g

Length

: 8.25"

Construction : Polymer

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

78005
Black

₹ 32,400

Clipper Motor Comparison Chart
Andis tools utilize expertly developed motor technology designed to complement the application, ensuring
maximum performance. The question isn't so much which clipper motor is best? Instead you should be asking
which motor will best suit my cutting needs? Read on to learn more about Andis clipper motors.

MAGNETIC MOTORS

PIVOT MOTORS

ROTARY MOTORS

Power

Reliable power

High power

High power

Blade Speed

High blade speed

Lower blade speed

High blade speed

Hair Type

Cuts lighter texture dry
hair best

Cuts thick, coarse hair best

Cuts all hair types – wet or dry.
Good for high-volume, heavyduty cutting

Design
Complexity

Simple design and fewer parts
make these the longest lasting
motors

Design is more complex than
magnetic; but is quiet, coolrunning and long lasting

Most complex design with
most moving parts that may
need to be replaced more
often. Versatile and enables
cordless design

Maintenance

Maintenance-free design

Maintenance-free design

Maintenance-free design

Internal Oiling
Required

No internal oiling

No internal oiling

No internal oiling

Clipper
Examples

BARBER & BEAUTY
• Master®
• Envy™

BARBER & BEAUTY
• Speedmaster ® II
• Pivot Motor Combo

BARBER & BEAUTY
• BGR®c Detachable Blade Clipper
• Supra 120 Ion™ Cordless Clipper

ANIMAL
• EasyClip

ANIMAL
• UltraEdge® Super 2-Speed Clipper
• ShowEdge ® Livestock Clipper

ANIMAL
• EasyClip Multi-Style™
• Takemate™ Clipper

Clipper

Whisper™ Clipper

©2014 Andis Company 2014-815

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

SPECIFICATIONS:
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Aeolus, China

Pet Clipper

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

Heavy duty 12V motor built-in, born for toughest coats!
5 detachable blades available, leaving hair length from
3 to 12mm

52

CODE

MC-670

MRP

₹ 3,500

Aeolus, China

SBR CeramicEdge Cordless Trimmer
Features: Quite Operation. Powerful. Maintenance-free. Lightweigh.
Precise cut.

Accessories: Cleaning brush, blade oil. additional battery,
attachment combs.

CODE

CL-530

MRP

₹ 4,500

Aeolus, China

Rechargeable Pet Trimmer
Super powerful trmming tool. Three Staged adjustable speed: 5000RPM,
5500RPM, 6000RPM. Ergonomical design for easy operation. Simple and
comfortable to work with. Ultra low noise doesn’t annoy pets - safe, reliable,
stable, durable and efficient. Digital display showing battery capacity.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Nt. Weight

: 96g

Dimensions

: 5.7" x 1.2" x 1.3" (LxWxH)

Recharging time

: 1 hour

Cordless operation time : 1.5 hours
Blade width

: 3.2cm

CODE

MC-230

MRP

₹ 5,500

+91-9637470856

Accessories: Trimmer with blade,
charging cord, cleaning brush and oil.

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

EasyClip Cord/Cordless Clipper Kit
Lithium-Ion powered battery for robust and long-lasting
power. Features up to 2 hours of run time and charges in 90
minuters or less. Weight is less than 300 grams, perfect for
leightweight and ergonomic use that won’t weigh you down.
Cord/Cordless operation for reliable power. High-speed
adjustable blade (30 to 9).
Includes: Charging plugs. Tube of blade oil. Six attachment combs: 3mm, 6mm,
10mm, 12mm, 19mm and 25mm. Hard case. Blade Guard.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50 Hz

Speed

: 5500 SPM

Weight

: 281g

Length

: 7.00"

CODE

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

Construction : Polymer

73020
₹ 12,500

MRP

Andis, USA

MultiTrim Cord/Cordless Trimmer
Sleek, balanced & ergonomical design for comfortable, controlled
trimming. Cord/Cordless design for use anytime, anywhere. Powerful
lithium-ion battery gives a 90 minute run time. Inlcudes an LED power
indicator showing charge level and status. Stainless steel #10 blade
with snap-on feature for easy cleaning.Dual-coltage for worldwide use.
Includes stand up charging stand, two reversible attachment combs.
Includes: Australian, UK, European adapters. Charger stand.
#40 blade. Brush. Dropper of blade oil. Two reversible
attachment combs: 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm. Brush
SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 100-240V/ 50-60 Hz

Speed

: 5000 SPM

Weight

: 226g

Length

: 5.5"

Construction : Polymer

CODE

24575

MRP

₹ 7,500

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Andis, USA

RACR Cordless Clipper
Rotary Motor power in cord-free design. Lithium-ion battery delivers upto
2 hours of non-stop run time; full charge in 90 minutes. Quick charge- Up
to 30 mins of runtime with 10 minutes of charge after steady red battery
charge light appears. LEDs indicate power level and when to charge and
to oil blades. Motor pulstes when charge is about to run out.

Includes: Detachable stainless steel blade size #000 included.
Power adapters for UK, Europe and Australia. Best used for: All
round styling clipping and trimming.
SPECIFICATIONS:

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

Speed

54

:

3800 SPM

CODE

60250

MRP

₹ 5,500

Andis, USA

13-Piece Adjustable Blade Pet Clipper Kit
Ultra-quite, high-powered, pivot motor pet clipper. Four times the
power of a comparabe magnetic motor clipper. Thumb-adjustable
taper control adjuts cutting length from fine to coarse without
changing blades. Adjustable, high quality, stainless steel blades resist
rust. Plenty of power to fully groom a washed and brushed dog. Blade
adjusts from close fine cut to longer coarsecut instantly.
Includes: Stainless Steel shears. Soft Storage Case. UK Power
Adapter. Dropper of blade oil. Six attachement combs: 1.5mm,
3mm, 6mm, 13mm, 19mm, and 25mm. Brush. Blade guard.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage

: 230V/ 50 Hz

Speed

: 3400 SPM

Weight

: 362g

Length

: 6.25"

Construction : Polymer

CODE

23200

MRP

₹ 6,250

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

4-Piece Comb Set

CODE

60250

MRP

₹ 750

Andis, USA

7-Piece Animal Clip Comb Set
Colour coded for easy identification. Metal clip securely
attaches to blade. Fits Andis UltraEdge® and CeramicEdge®
size 10 blades. Sizes: #7, #5, #4, #2, #1, #A, #E (1.5mm, 3mm,
6mm, 9mm, 13mm, 19mm, 25mm)

33655-7P

CODE

₹ 2,650

MRP

Andis, USA

Universal Stainless Steel Combs 8-Piece Set
Color coded for quick identification, Stainless-steel for durability,
Securely attaches to blade. Fits Andis UltraEdge® and CeramicEdge®
#15, #10 & #30 blades. Includes comb sizes #5, #4, #2, #1, #0, #A, #C, #E
(1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 7/8”, 1”)
SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction : Stainless Steel
Weight

: 500g

CODE

24625

MRP

₹ 5,500

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

4 piece kit for grooming versatility. Fits Andis model detachable blade
clippers: AG, AGV, AGP, AGRC, AGCL, AGR+, AGRV, MBG, SMC. Sizes #4,
#3, #2, #1 (13mm, 10mm, 6mm, 3mm)
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Andis, USA

Andis Clipper Oil
Use to Lubricate and clean blades. Brush hair from the blades,
add a few drops and wipe away excess oil with clean cloth.

CODE

12501

MRP

₹ 245

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

CAPACITY

56

118 ml

Andis, USA

Cool Care Plus Spray Can
5-in-1 coolant, disinfectant, lubricant, cleaner and rust preventive
with a country-fresh scent. Easy to use spray. No need to remove
blade from the clipper. High pressure comfort tip nozzle quickly
sprays hair out of blade teeth.

CODE

12750

MRP

₹ 850

CAPACITY

493g

Andis, USA

Blade Care Plus Dip Jar
7-in1, Vitamin E enriched formula cools, deodourizes,
lubricates, cleans, prevents rust is enriched with citamin
E and is a human and animal eco-safe formula. Dip any
detachable blade in the jar to rinse away hair, build-up
and preservatives.

CODE

12570

MRP

₹ 1,375

CAPACITY

487ml

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

Blade Care Plus Spray Bottle
This 7-in1, Vitamin E enriched formula cools, deodorizes, lubricates,
cleans, prevents rust, is enriched with vitamin E and is a human
and animal eco-safe formula. Conveniently spray blades to rinse
away hair, build-up and preservatives.

CODE

12590

MRP

₹ 1,375

473ml

Aeolus, Shanghai

Snow Mountain Coolant Spray
Disinfectant. Lubricant. Cleaner. Rust preventive.
Non-flammable and CFC-free

CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

TA-001
120ml
₹ 900

Andis, USA

Andis Blade Brush

Andis, USA

Andis 4x4 Quad Blade Drive
Fast and easy to
change. Just two
screws. Maintain
brand-new
performance with
new blade drive.

Perfect for cleaning
clipper and trimmer
blade. Super-soft bristles.

CODE

12415

CODE

12415

MRP

₹ 295

MRP

₹ 295

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

CAPACITY

57

Andis, USA

Blade Carrying Bag

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

Conveniently stor your blades in this flexible and
esy to use blade bag. Carry up to 9 detachable
UltraEdge® or CeramicEdge® blades in see through
pockets with velcro closures.
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CODE

12425

MRP

₹ 995

Andis, USA

Blade Carrying Case
Durable construction and resilient exterior. Hold
most detachable blades with room for up to
12 UltraEdge® or CeramicEdge® blades. The
case is lined in high density foam for maximum
protection. Blades not included.

CODE

12370

MRP

₹ 1,695

Andis, USA

Oval Accessory Bag
The store-all, go anywhere solution for any of
your Andis tools.

CODE

12430

MRP

₹ 995

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

Tool Tote Bag
Sturdy, versatile tote bag equipped with a shoulder
carrying strap. Zippered top and front compartments.
Additional interior pockets allow for organization during
use. Durable material for long life. 23.2L of storage space.

CODE

66555

MRP

₹ 10,500

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

Trixie, Germany

Dog/Cat Nail Clipper
High qaulity stainless steel. Particularly safe to handle. With safety
lock. Limiter prevents claws being cut too short. Plastic handle with
non-slip rubber grip.

CODE

2368

MRP

₹ 750

SIZE

16 mm

Andis, USA

Nail Clipper
Heavy-duty, stainless-steel blades. Safety stop
prevents over-cutting. Soft-grip handle.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction : Polymer
Color

: White/Green

CODE

65700

MRP

₹ 1,295

SIZE

+91-9823203065

16 mm

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Andis, USA

Andis, USA

Leaves hair 0.25mm. Ceramic cutting technology
runs cooler, stays sharper longer. Carbonized steel
extands edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits
all Andis detachable blade clippers in series : AG,
AGC, BDC, BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

Leaves hair 1.5mm. Ceramic cutting technology
runs cooler, stays sharper longer. Carbonized steel
extands edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits
all Andis detachable blade clippers in series : AG,
AGC, BDC, BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel + Ceramic w/
Chrome finish

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel + Ceramic w/
Chrome finish

CODE

64265

CODE

64315

MRP

₹ 4,250

MRP

₹ 4,250

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

CeramicEdge Blade, Size 40
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Andis, USA

EGT Cat Blade - Size 7FC
Leaves hair 3.2mm.
Unique tooth pattern
reduces track lines and
hair build-up during
feline grooming. EGT
finish improves coat
feeding when clipping.

CeramicEdge Blade, Size 10

Andis, USA

EGT Cat Blade, Size 10
Leaves hair 1.5mm.
Unique tooth pattern
reduces track lines and
hair build-up during
feline grooming. EGT
finish improves coat
feeding when clipping.

CODE

65390

CODE

65040

MRP

₹ 4,250

MRP

₹ 3,750

Andis, USA

Andis, USA

Leaves hair 0.5mm.
Unique tooth pattern
reduces track lines and
hair build-up during
feline grooming. EGT
finish improves coat
feeding when clipping.

Leaves hair 0.25mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC

EGT Cat Blade, Size 30

UltraEdge Blade, Size 40

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

CODE

65395

CODE

64076

MRP

₹ 3,750

MRP

₹ 3,200

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

Andis, USA

Leaves hair 0.25mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC

Leaves hair 1.2mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

CODE

64075

CODE

64072

MRP

₹ 3,200

MRP

₹ 3,200

Andis, USA

UltraEdge Blade, Size 10
Leaves hair 1.5mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

CODE
MRP

64071
₹ 3,200

UltraEdge Blade, Size 7FC
Leaves hair 3.2mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

MRP

+91-9823203065

Andis, USA

UltraEdge Blade, Size 7 Skip
Tooth

Leaves hair 3.2mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

Andis, USA

CODE

UltraEdge Blade, Size 15

CODE

64080

MRP

₹ 3,850

Andis, USA

UltraEdge Blade, Size 5 Skip
Tooth

Leaves hair 6.3mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

64121
₹ 3,850

support@abkgrooming.com

CODE

64079

MRP

₹ 3,950

www.abkgrooming.com
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UltraEdge Blade, Size 30
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Andis, USA

Andis, USA

Leaves hair 6.3mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

Leaves hair 9.5mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

CODE

CODE

UltraEdge Blade, Size 5FC

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

MRP

62

64122
₹ 3,950

UltraEdge Blade, Size 4FC

MRP

64123
₹ 4,550

Andis, USA

Andis, USA

Leaves hair 13mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

Leaves hair 13mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

UltraEdge Blade, Size 3-3/4
Skip Tooth

UltraEdge Blade, Size
3-3/4FC

CODE

64133

CODE

64135

MRP

₹ 4,750

MRP

₹ 4,750

Andis, USA

UltraEdge Blade, Size 5/8HT
HT stands for height. Leaves hair 16mm.
Carbonized steel extands edge life.Chrome finish
resists rust. Fits all Andis detachable blade clippers
in series : AG, AGC, BDC, BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

Andis, USA

UltraEdge Blade, Size 5/8
Wide Toe

Leaves hair 19mm. Carbonized steel extands
edge life.Chrome finish resists rust. Fits all Andis
detachable blade clippers in series : AG, AGC, BDC,
BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

CODE

64930

CODE

64960

MRP

₹ 5,950

MRP

₹ 4,350

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

Andis, USA

HT stands for height. Leaves hair 19mm.
Carbonized steel extands edge life.Chrome finish
resists rust. Fits all Andis detachable blade clippers
in series : AG, AGC, BDC, BG, DBLC, FHC, MBG, SMC.

Blades are constructed of carbonized steel for
long edge life. Fits Oster A5 and Wahl KM Series.

ShowEdge Livestock Blade General, 6 FC

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

CODE

63980

CODE

40175

MRP

₹ 5,950

MRP

₹ 8,100

Andis, USA

Andis PM-1 Replacement
Blade
Replacement blade
for PM-1 model
clippers.

Andis, USA

LCL Replacement Blade
Carbon steel for long edge life. Polished finish. Fits
LCL and US-1 model clippers.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: Carbon
Steel w/ Chrome
finish

CODE

22995

CODE

66250

MRP

₹ 1,100

MRP

₹ 2,900

Aeolus, China

Ceramic Edge Replacement
Blade For CL-530
Adjusable Blade.
Size 40 to 10. Best for:
Cutting performance
on SB-53 model
clippers.

CODE
MRP

+91-9823203065

SB-530-B

Aeolus, China

MC-230 Replacement Blade
For MC-230 clippers.
Sharp and durable.
Easy installation.
Width: 230mm.

CODE

₹ 1,000

MRP

support@abkgrooming.com

MC-230B

Clippers, Blades & Blade Care

UltraEdge Blade, Size 3/4HT

₹ 1,200

www.abkgrooming.com
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+91-9637470856
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Shears, Brushes & Combs
Clippers can’t reach tricky places like
paws and shouldn’t be used near the
face. That is where shears come in. And
to make sure coats are even and smooth
we need brushes and combs. You will be
delighted to find that our collection of
Shears, Brushes and Combs are more
than enough to get the job done. The
shears are made from the finest German
and Japanese stainless steel. Not just that
we have an array of carding groomers
and detangling rakes and fur care gloves
to remove loose hair while pets receive a
gentle petting while grooming.

Roseline

Black Rose Straight Shears, 7" NEW
Perfect for professional pet groomers. Made from high quality
German Stainless Steel with single polished edge and single micro
seration. With adjustable screw. Comes with finger-rest and fingerrings assembled.

CODE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

82075-B
7"

₹ 11,500

Roseline

Black Rose Thinner Shears, 6.5" NEW

Shears, Brushes & Combs

Professional thinning shears. Has single sided 46 teeth to smoothen out
coats. Made with premium quality German Stainless Steel. Comes with
adjustable screws, finger-rest and pre-assemble fingerings.
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CODE

82193-B

MRP

₹ 11,500

DIMENSIONS

6.5"

Roseline

Roseline Curved Shears, 7.5" NEW
German stainless steel. Curved scissor. Ideal for Bodywork. Popular
length 7.5” curved scissor to aid with shaping off your groom. Ideal
for professional pet groomers. Geatures removable rubber finger
inserts. Satin finish. Top quality. Made in Germany.

CODE

82076

MRP

₹ 7,500

DIMENSIONS

7.5"

Roseline

Roseline Straight Shears, 7.5" NEW
Top quality ice-tempered stainless steel in a satin finish.
Micro-serated. Removable finger rest. Rubber stopper
between the bows. Made in germany.

CODE

82075

MRP

₹ 7,500

DIMENSIONS

7.5"

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Roseline

Roseline Thinner Shears, 6.5" NEW
German Stainless Steel. Single thinning scissor. Features one
thinning blade and one regular blade. 46 teeth. Ideal for
professional groomers. Helps to thin out pets coat. Removable
finger inserts. Satin finish. Top Quality. Made in Germany.

CODE

82193

MRP

₹ 7,500

DIMENSIONS

6.5"

Roseline

Roseline Global Thinner Shears, 7" NEW
Professional groomer’s 6" thinning shears. Made from
stainless steel. With adjustable screw. 34 teeth.

CODE

70071

MRP

₹ 1,600

6"

Shears, Brushes & Combs

DIMENSIONS

Roseline

Roseline Global Straight Shears, 7" NEW
Professional grade 7" straight scissors made from stainless steel
with plastic handles. Straight with one-sided microchip.

CODE

70070

MRP

₹ 1,600

DIMENSIONS

7"

Aeolus, Shanghai

Hikato 5 Star Curved Scissors, 7.5"
Outstanding Japanese stainless steel. Excellent quality and durability.
Perfect worksmanship. Shears are designed with comfort grip shanks
for proper hand alignment.

CODE

HK510

MRP

₹ 6,000

DIMENSIONS

+91-9823203065

7.5"

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Aeolus, Shanghai

Hikato 5 Star Straight Scissors, 7.5"
Made from outstanding Japanese stainless steel. Best for professional
groomers. Forged Japanese stainless steel, mirror polished finishing.
With silencer, fixed finger rest and finger rings. Leather Pouch.

CODE

HK520

MRP

₹ 6,000

DIMENSIONS

7.5"

Aeolus, Shanghai

Hikato 5 Star Thinner Scissors, 7.5"

Shears, Brushes & Combs

Made from outstanding Japanese stainless steel. Best for professional
groomers. Forged Japanese stainless steel, mirror polished finishing.
With silencer, fixed finger rest and finger rings. Leather Pouch.
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CODE

HK530

MRP

₹ 6,000

DIMENSIONS

7.5"

Aeolus, Shanghai

Swan Curved Shears, 7.5"
Each Swan Curved Shears is made with the finest Stainless
Steel coated with Titanium ensuring a long edge life. Swan
series of shears is an alternative for fashionable groomers
who demand performance and value.

CODE

SW510

MRP

₹ 2,000

DIMENSIONS

7.5"

Aeolus, Shanghai

Swan Straight Shears, 7.5"
If it is trendy design which offers a great performance and
value then look no further than the Swan series of grooming
shears. Made with high quality titanium coated stainless steel
ensuring durability of the edge.

CODE

SW520

MRP

₹ 2,000

DIMENSIONS

7.5"

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Aeolus, Shanghai

Swan Thinner Shears, 6.5"
Made from premium Titanium coated Stainless Steel Shears
keeping in mind a long lasting edge life. Titanium coating
adds to the toughness to the blades’ edges for seamless
cutting everytime, not to mention a trendy look.

CODE

SW530

MRP

₹ 2,000

DIMENSIONS

6.5"

Trixie, Germany

Straight Scissors, 18 cm
For dogs, cats & other small animals. Made of stainless
steel. Plastic handle with non-slip rubber grip.

CODE

2351

MRP

₹ 425

18cm

Shears, Brushes & Combs

DIMENSIONS

Aeolus, Shanghai

Cylindrical Scissors Organiser
Keep your scissors and combs safe, organized and close at hand.
Add a bright colour to your grooming room.

CODE
MRP

CSO
₹ 1,900

Roseline

Roseline Two Scissor Toolbag Black NEW
Practical Witte bag for your scissors and accessories. Keep your
scissors sorted and protected. Especially handy for travelling.

CODE
MRP

+91-9823203065

RM4
₹ 1,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Roseline

Roseline Toolbag Black NEW
With the practical Witte bag your scissors and
accessories can be easily sorted and kept
protected. Especially handy for travelling.

CODE

RM1

DIMENSIONS

22.5 x 24.5cm

MRP

₹ 2,000

Trixie, Germany

Dog/Cat Deshedding Massage Brush Rubber

Shears, Brushes & Combs

Gentle care for top coat and base coat. This massage brush stimulates the blood
flow of your pets. Nylon bristles with non-slippery rubber grip. Suitable for medium
long hair, smooth hair, wiry hair. Suitable for both dogs and cats. Trixie massage
brush features a hand loop with quadruple tips. It gently removes loose hair and
massahes as you groom your pet. The brush is made of high quality rubber.
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CODE

2333

MRP

₹ 550

DIMENSIONS

13 x 9cm

Trixie, Germany

Dog/Cat Grooming Glove, 1 Piece
Suitable for both dogs an cats. It massages the skin and stimulates blood circulation
of your pets. Its soft rubber tips removes dead hairs and dust of pets. Gentle car for top
coat and base coat. Also suitable for sensitive and your animals. Trixie Grooming Glove
is engineered to safely and gently remove yur pet’s loose dead hair from undercoat. It
cleans and softens coat. Its easy to clean. Intended for right hand use.
CODE

2335

MRP

₹ 350

25 x 14cm

DIMENSIONS

Trixie, Germany

Fur Care Glove, 1 pc

Suitable for sensitive & youn animals. Frees coat from dead hair
& dust. Gives the coat a silky shine. Massages skin and stimulates
circulation. Comfortable mesh material.

CODE

23393

MRP

₹ 575

DIMENSIONS

24 x 16cm

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Trixie, Germany

Dog Brush Natural Bristles
Natural bristles for gentle care. To clean and shine your pet’s coat.
Strong wooden handle for great grip.

CODE

2326

MRP

₹ 250

DIMENSIONS

18 x 5cm

Trixie, Germany

Brush with Natural Bristles

CODE

2327

MRP

₹ 275

DIMENSIONS

21 x 5cm

Trixie, Germany

Professional Trimming Scissors, Stainless Steel
For shortening the fur length. Adjustable lateral screw for individual
adjustment. Made of stainless steel. For dogs & cats. soft rubber
stoppers for quiet work.

CODE

23690

MRP

₹ 1,750

DIMENSIONS

20cm

Trixie, Germany

Professional Thinning Scissors, Stainless Steel
For thinning fur. Adjustable lateral screw forindividual adjustment.
For dogs and cats. Made of stainless steel. Soft rubber stoppers for
quiet work.

CODE

23691

MRP

₹ 1,750

DIMENSIONS

+91-9823203065

18cm

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Shears, Brushes & Combs

Wooden Brush with natural bristles. Smoothens dog’s hair. Easily removes dirt,
dust and dead hair for healthy, silky hair. Natural bristles do not produce static
electricity and allow easy brushing.
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Trixie, Germany

Face and Paw Scissors
For dogs, cats & other small animals. With rounded
tips to prevent injuries. made of stainless steel. Plastic
handle with non-slip rubber grip.

CODE

2360

MRP

₹ 295

DIMENSIONS

9 cm

Trixie, Germany

Flea and Dust Comb

Shears, Brushes & Combs

For discovery of fleas and lice in pet’s coat. Comb head is made of stainless
steel. Use regularly to check for fleas, ticks and other parasites.
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CODE

23762

MRP

₹ 550

21 cm

DIMENSIONS

Trixie, Germany

Dog/Cat Flea Comb
Comb head is made of stainless steel. Strong wooden handle for great grip.
Durable metal teeth, used to loosen coat and untangle matted area.

CODE

2391

MRP

₹ 275

DIMENSIONS

18 cm

Andis, USA

Andis Flea Comb
Ideal for long coats. Removes fleas, tangles, mats, loose hair and dirt. Stimulates
skin and hair follicle health. Rounded pin ends is comfortable for pets. Ideal for
cats and dogs of all sizes.

CODE

66060

MRP

₹ 1,095

COLOUR

Lime Green

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Trixie, Germany

Dog/Cat Doube Sided Comb
For loosening and detangling coat. Medium + Wide
teeth. Strong wooden handle. Removes tangles
and extra hair.

CODE

2396

MRP

₹ 330

DIMENSIONS

17 cm

Trixie, Germany

Dog Double Sided Brush, Pin + Bristles
Gentle care for top coat and base coat. Nylon bristles and
wire bristles with tips. Suitable for shaggy, long and short
hair. Stong wooden handle for great grip.

CODE

2315

MRP

₹ 330

21 x 6cm

Shears, Brushes & Combs

DIMENSIONS

Andis, USA

Standard Medium Pin Brush
Removes tangles, dirt and loose hair.

CODE

65715

MRP

₹ 650

COLOUR

White/Lime Green

Andis, USA

Andis Large Pin Brush
Unique pin pad prevents teeth from falling out. Reduces
hairfall & vacuuming time around the house. Removes
tangles, dirt & loose hair. For all breeds of dogs.

CODE

65720

MRP

₹ 1,095

COLOUR

+91-9823203065

Lime Green

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Trixie, Germany

Soft Slicker Brush
Gentle care for top and base coats. With brush cleaner.
Extra soft wire bristles. Plastic handle with non-slip
rubber grip.

CODE

23463

23464

SIZE

L

XL

DIMENSIONS

11 x 16cm

MRP

₹ 425

12 x 19cm
₹ 475

Trixie, Germany

Dog/Cat Slicker Brush with Brush Cleaner

Shears, Brushes & Combs

Gentle care for top and base coats. With wooden handle.
Chrome brush base. Extra-soft wire bristles. With brush cleaner.
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CODE

2354

MRP

₹ 330

DIMENSIONS

13 x 9cm

Trixie, Germany

Thinning Scissors, Double-Sided
For easy detangling & thinning. For dogs, cats & other small animals.
Made of stainless steel. Plastic handle with non-slip rubber grip.

CODE

2355

MRP

₹ 525

DIMENSIONS

18 cm

Andis, USA

Andis Medium Firm Slicker Brush
Eliminates tangle and matting. Reduces Shedding upto
90%. Fluffs up and beautifies coat. Removes dead hair from
undercoat & topcoat. Ideal for all dog breeds.

CODE

65705

MRP

₹ 825

COLOUR

Lime Green

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

Andis Large Firm Slicker Brush
Eliminates tangle and matting. Reduces Shedding upto 90%. Fluffs up
and beautifies coat. Removes dead hair from undercoat & topcoat.
Anti-slip, easy grip. handle for safe and comfortable grooming.
Stimulates hair follicles for healthy hair growth.

CODE

65710

MRP

₹ 1,095

COLOUR

Lime Green

Andis, USA

Andis Self-Cleaning Slicker Brush

CODE

40160

MRP

₹ 1,195

COLOUR

Lime Green

Trixie, Germany

Carding Groomer
Removes unnecessary base coat. For easy detangling & thinning. easy to replace
groomer heads due to snap mechanism in handle. Stainless steel blade. Plastic handle
with non-slip rubber grip.

CODE

24171

24173

SIZE

Small

Medium

DIMENSIONS
MRP

7 x 15cm
₹ 1,475

8 x 14cm
₹ 1,675

Trixie, Germany

Replacement Head for Carding Groomer
Replacement head for Trixie Carding groomers.
Stainless steel blade head.

CODE

24172

24174

24176

MRP

₹ 1,050

₹ 1,225

₹ 1,675

DIMENSIONS

+91-9823203065

7cm

8cm

11cm

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Shears, Brushes & Combs

Self-cleaning button removes hair from the brush. It’s fast and
easy. Reduces shedding upto 90%. Stimulates sking and hair
follicles. Helps spread natural oils throughout the coat. Ideal for
dogs with medium to long coats.
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Andis, USA

Andis Deshedding Tool
Undercoat grooming tool. Reduces shedding up to 90%.
Maintains a damage free topcoat. Will not scratch the skin.
For dogs of all sizes.

CODE

65760

MRP

₹ 2,275

COLOUR

Lime Green

Trixie, Germany

Fur Detangler, Curved Teeth

Shears, Brushes & Combs

For detangling & thinning. With curved teeth & serrated
edes. 3.5cm teeth length. For top coat & base coat
care. Plastic handle with non-slip rubber grip.
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CODE

24161

MRP

₹ 625

DIMENSIONS

18 cm

Andis, USA

Andis Dematting Tool
Reduces shedding upto 90% while maintaining a damage free
topcoat. Removes mats, tangles & knots. Specially designed blades
for optimum cutting effect. Ergonomic handle for comfortable grip.

CODE

66055

MRP

₹ 1,695

COLOUR

Lime Green

Andis, USA

Andis Dematting Rake
Removes dead hair & eliminates tangles. Heavy-duty stainless
steel blades. Blades sharpened for optimum cutting effect.
Easy-grip handle for comfortable grooming ideal for medium
to large dogs.

CODE

66050

MRP

₹ 1,695

COLOUR

Lime Green

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Andis, USA

Andis Flexible Rake Comb
Teeth rotate 360º degrees to reduce pulling of hair when
combing. Reduces shedding up to 90% while maintaining a
damage-free topcoat. Soft-grip handle.

CODE

65735

MRP

₹ 1,095

COLOUR

Lime Green

Andis, USA

Andis Steel Comb
Stainless steel construction. Removes tangles, mats, loose hair & dirt. Stimulates skin
& hair follicles. Ideal for cats and dogs of all sizes.

CODE

65730

65725

MRP

₹ 795

₹ 895

+91-9823203065

7.5"

10"

support@abkgrooming.com

Shears, Brushes & Combs

DIMENSIONS

www.abkgrooming.com
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Shears, Brushes & Combs
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+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Grooming Jackets, Dog
Wigs, Stools & Other Tools
In this section we have grooming jackets
and aprons, saddle chairs, nail grinders
and some accessories for the seasoned
pro. For the aspiring pet groomer and
their training academies we have a
model of a poodle with synthetic life-like
fur to hone their trimming and cutting
skills. In other words, here, you will find
the tools which are not talked about too
often and yet are every bit as essential
for grooming as all the other tools and
items needed for a perfect grooming.

Ladybird Line, USA

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

Bathing Apron, One Size Fits All
Waterproof with inside mesh lining. Blue dog print
design styling. Bleach resistant, hair repellent,
adjustable neck band, black trim, 2 front pockets,
tie belt. One size fits most. Machine wash cold water
or wash separately in a laundry bag with mild
detergent, hang to dry.

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

610

₹ 4,250

₹ 4,250

Blue

Black

Ladybird Line, USA

Waterproof Dog Bathing Jacket
Waterproof fron panels, mesh black lining throughout,
dog print designs, adjustable belt. Machine wash cold
water or wash separately in a laundry bag with mild
detergent, hand to dry.

CODE

702–XS

702–S

702–M

702–L

702–XL

SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

COLOUR
CHEST
HIP

LENGTH
MRP

80

608

Dog Print
40"
42"
27"

₹ 5,250

+91-9637470856

Dog Print
42"

Dog Print
44"

44"

46"

28"

28"

₹ 5,250

₹ 5,250

support@abkgrooming.com

Dog Print
46"

48"
29"

₹ 5,250

Dog Print
48"
50"
30"

₹ 5,250

www.abkgrooming.com

Ladybird Line, USA

A perfect lightweight jacket. Water resistant, hair repellant, bleach resistant, smooth front zipper
nd deep pockets with zippers. Machine wash cold water or wsh separately in a laundry bag with
wild detergent, hang to dry.

CODE

415-BK-SM

415-BK-MD

415-BK-LG

SIZE

S

M

L

COLOUR
CHEST

LENGTH
MRP

Black
40"
27"

₹ 4,750

Black
43"
27"

₹ 4,750

Black
45"
27"

₹ 4,750

Ladybird Line, USA

Rhinestone Groomer Jacket
Ideal for pet groomer. Lightweight, Water resistant,
hair repellent, bleach resistant, adjustable back belt,
round neck, rhinestone zipper, two side pockets.

CODE

460-BK–XS

460-BK–S

460-BK–M

460-BK–L

460-BK–XL

SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

COLOUR
CHEST
HIP

MRP

+91-9823203065

Black
38"
39"

₹ 5,250

Black
38"

40"
₹ 5,250

Black
40"
42"

₹ 5,250

support@abkgrooming.com

Black
42"

44"
₹ 5,250

Black
46"
49"

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

Universal Groomer Jacket

₹ 5,250

www.abkgrooming.com
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Aeolus, Shanghai

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

Grooming Chair Red and Black Colours

82

The Grooming chair comes with an ergonomic backrest for
comfortable seating even for long durations. It has a zinc die-cast
base and comfrotable foot rest ring. The sitting pad is soft and
comfortable making for a good choice for long eye and dental
operations. High quality casters are free-rolling and durable.

CODE

GC-001

CAPACITY

150kg

DIMENSIONS
SIZE

MRP

Height Adjustment: 21" - 24.5"
Standard
₹ 6,750

Aeolus, Shanghai

Ergonomic Saddle Chair
The Ergonomic Saddle chair ideal for all grooming tasks
and comfortable for its user. It has a zinc die-cast base
and comfrotable foot rest ring. The sitting pad is soft and
comfortable making for a good choice for professional
groomers. High quality casters are free-rolling and durable.

CODE

GC-002

CAPACITY

150kg

DIMENSIONS
SIZE

MRP

Height Adjustment: 21" - 24.5"
Standard
₹ 7,250

Aeolus, Shanghai

Pet Nail Grinder with Shaft Dremel
Ultra high motor rotation speed, adjustable from 8,000 RPM to
30,000 RPM. Replacement grinding attachments are available
and sold separately. Features quick-change collet which
helps in easy changing of attachments.

CODE

NG-003

MRP

₹ 4,200

CONTENT

6 pcs Grinding Wheels

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Aeolus, Shanghai

Nail Grinder Wheel Head Kit

CODE

CONTENT
MRP

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

Suitable for Aeolus NG003 nail grinder and most
pet nail grinders.

NGWH-03

Set of 6 pcs
₹ 300

Andis, USA

Andis Cord / Cordless Nail Grinder
2-speeds - Normal & Turbo to quickly trim your pets nails.
Rechargeable lithium ion battery. Great for small and
medium size pets. Equipped with a fine grit grinding stone
and includes premium finishing stone.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Voltage :
Weight :
Length :

120-240V / 50-60 Hz
90gm
5.8"

CODE

65925

MRP

₹ 7,500

Andis, USA

Andis CNG-1 Nail Grinder Replacement
Accessory Pack
Compatible only with the Andis Cord/Cordless Nail Grinder.
Professional-grade design. Use tapered finishing stone for
smoothing and fine shaping. Can be used on all pet types.
Comes complete with a grinding stone and finishing stone.

CODE

23200

MRP

₹ 2,400

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Opawz, USA

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

Toy Poodle Model Dog

84

Specially designed for grooming schools teaching &
displaying as well as for student practicing. Moveable
tail and legs, Stable frame. Realistic poodle model. Made
of soft & smooth synthetic fiber. Provides a realistic trim
experience. Fiber is very similar to real dog hair, which
provides perfect protection against grooming scissors.

CODE

O-17289
₹ 2,200

MRP

Opawz, USA

Toy Poodle Whole Body Dog Wig
A good way for displaying grooming skills including trimmign
& colouring. The material is very similar to the real dog hair,
which provides perfect protection to grooming scissors. Made
of soft & smoot synthetic fiber. Provides realistic experience.
Specially designed for grooming school training and groomer
trimming practice.

SPECIFICATIONS:
CODE

O-17290

COLOUR

White

MRP

₹ 1,650



Hair Length 9 cm



Designed for
Beginner Groomers



Toy Poodle Size

Opawz, USA

High-Density Toy Poodle Whole Body Dog Wig
High desnity wig is suitable for grooming competition & practices.
Wash with warm water or shampoo for straightening the wig. Soft
& smooth sysnthetic fiber like real dog hair. Specially designed for
grooming school training & groomer trimming practice.
SPECIFICATIONS:


Material: Synthetic Fiber, Hair Length 8-10 cm.



Designed as a Show Dog



Toy Poodle Size

CODE

O-17292

MRP

₹ 2,600

COLOUR

White

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Opawz, USA

Toy Poodle Head Dog Wig

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

Covers only the spine area of the model dog. Easpecially for Asian
Fusion Grooming. Use with Opawz toy poodle. With smooth & soft
synthetic fiber simulating real dog hair. Ideal for grooming schools
for teaching and displaying & student practice.
SPECIFICATIONS:


Hair Length 8-10 cm



Size: 20 x 25 cm

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

O-17291
White
₹ 1,100

Opawz, USA

High-Density Toy Poodle Front
Leg Wig
Covers only the front legs of the model dog. With smooth
& soft synthetic fiber. Ideal for grooming schools for
teaching and displaying & student practice.
SPECIFICATIONS:


Material: Synthetic Fiber



Toy Poodle Size

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

O-17293
White
₹ 795

Opawz, USA

High-Density Toy Poodle Back
Leg Wig
Covers only the hind legs of the model dog. With smooth &
soft synthetic fiber. Ideal for grooming schools for teaching
and displaying & student practice.
SPECIFICATIONS:


Material: Synthetic Fiber



Toy Poodle Size

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

+91-9823203065

O-17294
White
₹ 795

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Opawz, USA

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

Opawz Back Dog Wig
Covers only the spine area of the model dog. With smooth &
soft synthetic fiber simulating real dog hair. Ideal for grooming
schools for teaching and displaying & student practice.
SPECIFICATIONS:


Material: Synthetic Fiber



Size : 21 x 25 cm

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

White
₹ 795

Aeolus, Shanghai

Replica Model Dog
Provides a realistic trim experience. Made from strong
plastic, this construction has the same structure as a toy
poodle and features movable tails and legs. Can be used
for any poodle style, including Asian fusion. Specially
designed for grooming schools teaching & displaying as
well as for student practicing.

CODE

MD-B01

MRP

₹ 3,800

COLOUR

White

Aeolus, Shanghai

Replica Full Body Dog Wig
A good way for displaying grooming skills including trimmign
& colouring. The material is very similar to the real dog hair,
which provides perfect protection to grooming scissors.
Made of soft & smoot synthetic fiber. Provides realistic
experience. Specially designed for grooming school training
and groomer trimming practice.

CODE

COLOUR
MRP

86

O-17295

MD-BH01
White

₹ 2,600

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Aeolus, Shanghai

Water Sprayer with Hose

CODE

WS-001

MRP

₹ 2,300

CONTENTS

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

8 pressure settings for varied water pressure.
Lock clip allows continuous spray. 10” long
hose connects to any faucet. Compact and
portable, ideal for all cleaning needs.

Hose lenght: 10" inch

Aeolus, Shanghai

Pet Steel Rope Wire Guage
Bears more than 110kg and ensures super reliable
control for pets. High quality steel cable inside
and nice craftsmanship finishing. Heavy duty tie
out cable.

CODE

SR-05

SR-06

LENGTH

23"

24"

WIRE THICKNESS

3mm

MRP

5mm

₹ 500

₹ 600

Aeolus, Shanghai

Shampoo Rack for Tub
Stainless Steel Shampoo Rack for keeping
shampoo and conditioner bottles within
reach. Can be hung on the side of
bathing tubs.

CODE

SR-401

MRP

₹ 1,800

DIMENSIONS

+91-9823203065

39 x 22 x 13 cm

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Aeolus, Shanghai

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

12 Holes Acrylic Shear Organizer

88

Acrylic Scissor Holder is manufactured from a
strong acrylic and is designed to keep 12 scissors
to hand, or safe out of harm’s way. Store your
scissors correctly, and you will extend their life.
Attaches to a wall - or anything which you can
screw into!

CODE

SO-301

MRP

₹ 1,200

Aeolus, Shanghai

16 Holes Acrylic Blades Organizer
Stores upto 16 blades. Keep blades safe, organized
and close at hand. Made of clear break-resistant
strong acrylic. Easy to mount to walls.

CODE

BO-201

MRP

₹ 1,700

Aeolus, Shanghai

Plastic Panel Flooring Black
Plastic floor panel fit inside bathing tubs. Provides
grip to pets while standing inside and create
barrier between their paws and the tub surface.

CODE

PP-201

MRP

₹ 2,600

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Aeolus, Shanghai

Puppy Booster for Bathing Tubs

CODE

PB-301

MRP

₹ 3,500

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools

Plastic stool box acts as puppy booster for puppies,
kittens and other small animals. Raises pet to ideal
height for bathing.

www.abkgrooming.com
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Grooming Jackets, Dog Wigs, Stools & Other Tools
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+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Vet Equipment
It isn’t just professional groomers we cater to,
we acknowledge and understand the sheer
importance of pet health care. Our fourlegged furry companions, unfortunately,
do face health problems during their lives,
and it becomes our responsibility as their
guardians to nurse them back to health. To
facilitate this, we have chosen to serve our
pet healthcare professionals with top of the
line veterinary equipment like incubators,
weighing scale, ozone generators and
oxygen concentrators along with some
other rudimentary equipment.

Vet Equipment

Stainless Steel ICU Unit
Widely used for normothermia maintenance, fluid
transfusion, oxygen supplement, blue light therapy,
nebulization treatment, emergency rescue and in
house observation. Convenient self-diagnostic and
all the components are easy to be replaced. Safer
as a result of power supply failure protection and
ventilation fan control.

CODE

UC-1901-M

UC-1901-L

UC-1901-BK

CAPACITY

38 kg

83 kg

159 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

92

Medium

76L x 91.5W x 83H cm
₹ 11,70,000

+91-9637470856

Large

152L x 91.5W x 99H cm
₹ 22,65,000

1L+2M

152L x 91.5W x 182H cm
₹ 44,15,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Vet Equipment
+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Vet Equipment

Kanistar Pet Incubator
This pet incubator is an ideal equipment for veterinary
establishments and a great tool for enhancing pet
healthcare. The ICU equipped with state-of-the-art
features not only makes it easy to operate but also
makes healthcare sustainable. Maintaining the right
environment for an ailing animal is key to its speedy
recovery. The ICU able to maintain the right humidity
and temperature critical for many exotic species. The
improved nebulization system ensure high strength
medicines are administered with ease and accuracy
while sterilization features vastly reduces any
possibility of cross-contamination.

CODE

UC-1801

CAPACITY

15 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

94

Features:



Heavy-duty Ultrasound Humidifier



Double air compressor
nebulization system



Accurate temperature and
humidity controls



Negative ion generator



Sterilization function



Medical Atomization Treatment
Function



Carbon Dioxide Concentration
Monitoring System



ICU Illumination Function



Enhanced security mechanisms.

Standard
88L x 55W x 47H cm
₹ 2,95,000

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Air Conditioner of Incubator
The Incubator Air conditioning unitis
a perfect match with the Pet Incubator. the
ICU has the ability to set the desired stable
temperature for The animal by producing
chilled air-flow. Can be remotely controlled
by the ICU. Amazingly quite so that animals
are not startled.

CODE

UC-1801-AC

NT.WEIGHT

6.9 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

Standard

23L x 29W x 56H cm
₹ 1,05,000

Free Standing LED Exam Lamp
Easily maneuverable arm allows comfortable
up/down control.
Positioning handle mounted in the body of
the light. LED cold light

VOLTAGE

110/220V AC 50-60Hz,

TEMPERATURE

3500 ± 500K

LAMP POWER
ILLUMINANCE

HEAD DIAMETER

3.2V 1W, Colour

≥ 70,000 Lux, Lamp
160-220 mm

CODE

TX01B-LED

NT.WEIGHT

7 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

+91-9823203065

Vet Equipment

source, long service life. Offers Exceptional
performance and versatility.

Standard

96L x 65W x 32H cm
₹ 39,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Stainless Steel Trolley
Made with 304 Stainless Steel is guaranteed
to last for years of heavy use. The two shelf
surfaces are smooth and flat allowing
for easy cleaning. The shelves are strong
enough to hold all your operating tools.

CODE

KB-520

MAX LOAD

35 kg

SIZE

NT.WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS
MRP

Standard
10 kg

63.5L x 41W x 79H cm
₹ 29,500

SS Cabinet Tools Cart
Stainless steel construction, practical and
functional design. Two big drawers and 9 stainless
steel cup holders for tools storage. The SS Cabinet
Tool Cart has smooth easy to clean surfaces. The
cart is also equipped with a stainless steel tray
for tools and waste bin hook on the side. 4" high
quality castors with brake for better control.

CODE

KB-521

MAX LOAD

35 kg

SIZE

NT.WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

Vet Equipment

MRP

28 kg

51L x 66W x 89H cm
₹ 74,500

Mayo Table
The all stainless steel Mayo Table is
compact in design yet roomy enough
for most surgical tools. The extension
post is height adjustable from 31.5"
from the ground to 44".

CODE

KB-531

MAX LOAD

10 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

96

Standard

Small

17.5"L x 13.5"W x 1.5"H
₹ 16,950

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Mars Walk-on Animal Weigh Scale
The Mars Walk On Scale has a large, easy to walk on access for
large animals. Capable of handling a maximum load of up to 150
kg. It is sturdy and durable thanks to a stainless steel top.

CODE

WOS-4824

MAX LOAD

150 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

Large

48"L x 24"W x 4"H
₹ 42,500

UV Sterilizer Box

CODE

US-503

NT. WEIGHT

2.5 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

+91-9823203065

Vet Equipment

Utilizes ultraviolet sterilizing lights
which operate at incredible efficiency.
Makes 254 nm UV wavelengths. Double
compartment design. Lets you clean
and store surgical tools.

Large

40.5L x 26W x 35H cm
₹ 8,250

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Twin Power Ozone Generator
Whether you own a grooming salon, pet shop, vet
clinic, kennel, pet hotel, or pet training school, you
will benefit from having this wonderful machine on
hand. It removes odour while helping sterilize and
disinfect the environment. This advanced Ozone
machine is designed to destroy and not just cover
up pet odours, bacteria, fungi, viruses and other
indoor air pollutants. Ozone machine generates
high levels of ozone at 14 g/h making it the most
efficient machine currently in the market. Purify the
air in a 325 sq. ft. room in approximately 5 minutes.
This generator comes equipped with a count down
timer and automatic shut-down function. Unlike
other ozone generators, our generator can operate
for extended period of time, enabling you to
maintain a clean and odour free environment. This
machine requires no supplementary additives and
is relatively maintenance free.

CODE

OG-501

OG-502

DIMENSIONS

36L x 29W x 52H cm

18L x 14.5W x 26H cm

SIZE

MRP

Large

₹ 67,500

Small

₹ 21,500

Vet Equipment

Oxygen Concentrator 2 Litres
The Oxygen Concentrator is an addition
to the Pet ICU and is crucial to maintain
correct oxygen levels for an ailing animal.
The O2 Concentrator has a capacity of
2 L at 95% + oxygen concentration. It is
equipped with an LCD Display, allowing
easy and accurate air flow management.
Steady 2L flow rate. Extremely Quite running at only 43 decibels! Made in
USA molecular sieve and long lasting
compressor. It features a Control Panel,
Oxygen Outlet, Humidifier, Filter & Power
Switch, Filter Cleaning & Replacement,
Remote Control.

CODE

KO2-2F

NT.WEIGHT

150 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

98

LARGE

36L x 29W x 52H cm
₹ 67,500

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Preparation &
Operation Tables
Keeping our commitment to pet
healthcare we also offer specialized
medical equipment in the form of
Preparation and Operation Tables for
when pets have to undergo surgery.
There is little discernible difference in
quality when compared with medical
equipment used for humans. These
tables have been specifically designed
keeping in mind the sterile environment
in which they will be used. Which means
maintaining the highest level of hygiene
is easy.

Omega Consulting Table
with Aluminium Legs

Preparation & Operation Tables

Made from high Quality stainless steel,
this consulting table is ideal for veterinary
examination rooms. The specially embossed
tabletop surface is easy to clean ensuring
complete hygiene in the examination room.
Sturdy, Versatile, all purpose fixed stand table.
Stainless Steel table top aluminium alloy legs.
Diagonal embossed tabletop surface aids
dispersing liquid waste efficiently. Terrific value.
Flat Packed. Assembly required

CODE

FT-870L

MAX LOAD

80 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
NT.WEIGHT
MRP

120L x 60W x 82H cm
14 kg

₹ 39,500

Omega SS Consulting Table Large
The Omega Stainless Steel Consulting table is a versatile
tool in any veterinary examination room to have. It is easy
to clean, has hooks and anchor points to effectively restrain
animals during examination procedures. Tabletop and frame
constructed from 1 mm SUS 304 stainless steel. The frame
has anchor hooks welded underneath, providing options for
securing and restraining pets. Drainage holes at one side of
the surface to collect waste residue into stainless steel basin.
Constructed with high quality 304 Stainless Steel. Includes 170
cm tall IV pole and stainless steel waste bucket. Flat Packed
for economical shipping, assembly required.

FT-823L

CODE

FT-823L

MAX LOAD

80 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
NT.WEIGHT
MRP

100

FT-870L

Large

Large

47"L x 24"W x 31"H
14 kg

₹ 49,500

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Transportation Table with
Removable Stretcher
The Transportation Table with Removable
Stretcher is an efficient tool for emergency
rescues and transit. A unique one-act-lift system
with automatic locking latch, allowing quick
release operation too. Light weight, compact in
transit, good for ambulance and accident rescue.
Stainless Steel exam top is 48”x24” and comes
with a removable stretcher. Removable stretcher
on top, Super easy one act lift operation. Selfadapting lock latch. Medical class castors.

CODE

FT-835

MAX LOAD

80 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
MRP

Large

48"L x 24"W x 8"-4"H
₹ 55,500

Omega Electric Lifting
Operation Table
Electric Lifting Operation Table is a
dependable durable medical equipment
in pet health care. Made with robust steel
frame and stainless steel tabletop to last
years of service. The tabletop has a tub
design in case of accumulation of fluids. It
has an electrically operated lifting system to
smoothly raise and lower the tabletop. For
surgical procedures.

FT-825E

Features:

CODE

FT-825E

MAX LOAD

120 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
NT.WEIGHT
MRP

+91-9823203065

Large

47"L x 24"W x 20"-39"H
46 kg

₹ 87,500

support@abkgrooming.com



Tough steel base frame prevents wobbling and
tipping.



Tub design table top to prevent spillage of fluids.



Foot pedals to control the height of table.



Height adjustable IV Pole.



Drain hole, stainless steel drain pipe and basin to
collect fluids.



Optional tabletop grids.

www.abkgrooming.com

Preparation & Operation Tables

FT-835
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Preparation & Operation Tables

FT-871E-T

Omega Eco Electric Operation Table
The Omega Eco Electric Operation Table provides valuable
service at cost-effective prices. Its perfect for quick medical
procedures, examinations, changing dressing, suturing,
dental examinations, etc. It is equipped with a reliable Linak
electric actuator for smooth raising and lowering of the
tabletop.

CODE

FT-871E

FT-871E-T

MAX LOAD

120 kg

120 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
NT. WEIGHT
MRP

102

Large

47"L x 23"W x 20"-39"H
35 kg

₹ 52,000

+91-9637470856

Large

Features:



Durable Z-frame for rigidity and
support.



Stainless Steel tabletop for easy
cleaning and maintenance.



Drain hole at one end of the tabletop
surface to drain liquids.



Height adjustable IV pole.



Two pedals for raising and lowering
of the tabeletop.



Linak Denmark electric actuator.



Plastic drain pipe.



Stainless Steel waste bucket.



Anchor hooks on the edges to
effectively restrain animal.

47"L x 23"W x 20"-39"H
35 kg

₹ 69,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Omega V-Top Vet Operation Table
The V-Top two panel table top system with heating that adjusts
from horizontal to near vertical to hold pets in the desired position
during surgery. Powerful and durable electric lifting actuator can
sustain upto 120kg of maximum weight. Two sliding, quick release
easy controls are provided on each side of the rail to offer secure
pet restraint. A stainless steel trough encourages fluid run-off into
a drain. Table can be lifted from a height of 28" from the floor to 47".
Worktop swivel angle 0O to 45O. Sliding drain trough. Operation Surface
Angled. Angle adjster mechanism. side panel handle. Buffered hinges
and air spring added to cushion the dropping impact of the whole
top and V-top side panels. Improved waste channel and drain hole
design allow for fluidly drain flow, close fitting transluscent bucket
improveswaste collection. Buffer hinge. New 3" casters installed
for smoother movement and easier braking. Heating system with
accurate temperature monitoring and control (FT-828H only).

CODE

FT-828

FT-828H

MAX LOAD

120 kg

120 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
NT. WEIGHT
MRP

+91-9823203065

55"L x 20"W x 28"-47"H
₹ 1,94,500



Sliding drain trough.



Operation Surface Angled.



Angle adjuster mechanism.



Side panel handle.



Buffer hinge.



New 3” casters installed for
smoother movement and
easier braking.



Tabletop heating feature
(FT-828H only)

Large

Large

70 kg

Features:

55"L x 20"W x 28"-47"H
80 kg

Preparation & Operation Tables

FT-828E

₹ 2,19,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Preparation & Operation Tables

FT-886

Omega V-Top Operation Vertical Lifting Column Table
V-Top Operation Vertical Lifting Column Table is
powered by a sturdy and reliable Linak Denmark lift
column. Telescopic pedestal style, slim lifting column
leaves extra leg space underneath and provides room
for other equipment that needs to be close to operating
area (i.e. X-Ray equipment). V-Top Table with buffer
hinges and air springs secures the top where positioned.
Heating system with accurate temperature monitoring
control. The IV pole mount is welded on. Improved waste
channel and drain hole design promote drain flow.
Translucent bucket provides visibility of waste collection.
Water resistant foot pedals.

CODE

FT-886

FT-886-ECO

MAX LOAD

150 kg

150 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
NT. WEIGHT
MRP

104

Large

55"L x 20"W x 24"-40"H
70 kg

₹ 2,54,500

+91-9637470856

Features:



Sliding drain trough.



Operation Surface Angled.



Angle adjuster mechanism. side panel
handle.



Jiechang brand vertical lifting actuator
(FT-886-ECO only)



Improved waste channel and drain
hole design allow for fluidly drain flow,
close fitting translucent bucket



Improves waste collection.



Buffer hinge.



New 3” casters installed for smoother
movement and easier braking.

Large

55"L x 20"W x 24"-40"H
70 kg

₹ 2,40,000

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Preparation & Operation Tables

TT-202

Tub Table
Cost-effective and versatile, designed for multiple uses; tub/table
dental table and preparation table. Its 100% stainless steel and
suitable for any area. It easily tolerates high humidity and wet
conditions. Flat surface stainless steel grills included. these are
sturdy, secure and supportive grills. 4” deep on one end and 6” on
the other with 2” incline drop speeds up waste liquid flow. This table
is flat packed and shipped with legs and brackets disassembled.
This makes it very cost effective. Assembly is basic, quick and easy.
Four fixture holes with universal diameter are pre-drilled, making
installation of water faucets a simple task.

CODE

TT-202

MAX LOAD

100 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
NT. WEIGHT
MRP

+91-9823203065

Large

55"L x 25"W x 27"H
30 kg

₹ 1,02,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Preparation & Operation Tables

FT-851M-SS

Omega Preparation Table with
Modern Stainless Steel
Fully constructed from 304 stainless
steel for durability. Customizable for
customers for any special requirements.
Can be mounted to working island ir
wall. Available in Left-handedm righthanded and middle versions. High
pressure tap and faucet available. Could
also be equipped with flat counter top.

Stainless Steel hair strainer.



Useful storage drawers.



Storage cabinet.



Slope on top tub for fluent draining.



Knee space determines which side of the table
storage will be built.



Cabinet configuration: 1 door + 3 Drawers, 6 Drawers.



Table top material: Stainless Steel or Artificial Stone.



Cabinetry material: stainless steel or painted
wooden board.

CODE

FT-851R-SS

FT-851L-SS

FT-851M-SS

DIMENSIONS

47"L x 24"W x 36"H

47"L x 24"W x 36"H

47"L x 24"W x 36"H

MAX LOAD

NT. WEIGHT
MRP

106

Features:



120 kg

72.5 kg

₹ 1,72,500

+91-9637470856

120 kg

72.5 kg

₹ 1,72,500

120 kg

69.5 kg

₹ 1,87,500

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

FT-851R-SS

www.abkgrooming.com

Preparation & Operation Tables

FT-851L-SS
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Preparation & Operation Tables

FT-862

Omega Electric Low Low Operation Table
Dropping to within 10” of the floor makes this operation table exceptional tool.
Unbeatable low height provides easy access. One piece reinforced table top, made
from 304 grade stainless steel is designed for long term use. V-shape drain trough
in the middle provides no-spill fluid collection. Scissor action is supported by noise
free nylon bearing in specially milled channel. Scissor action has nylon washer at
every joint that prevents friction, resulting in less need for maintenance. The top
section is made up of three grid panels. they have tiny holes that allow for constant
fluid run-off. Add 4 casters and this table converts to a mobile station.
Swivel angle: 00 - 450.
Voltage: 220V-240V AC.
Accessories: 3 grid panels.

CODE

FT-862

MAX LOAD

120 kg

SIZE

DIMENSIONS
NT. WEIGHT
MRP

108

LARGE

50"L x 26"W x 10"-38"H
48 kg

₹ 1,64,500

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Linak Actuator for electric bath tub & Low low operation Table
Linak Actuator for electric bathtubs and
Low low operation table.
Replacement actuator.

CODE

LNK-1103

IP RATING

IPx6 Water & Dust Resistant

VOLTAGE

MAX LOAD

24V / 5.7A
6,000N

Chendi Liner Actuator

Linak Adapter

Chendi Linear Lifting Actuator for operation tables.

Adapter for LNK-1103 Linak Actuator.
Replacement adapter

Replacement actuator.

CODE

CND-1149

CODE

LNA-1104

POWER

55 Watts

IP RATING

IPx6 Water & Dust Resistant

VOLTAGE
MAX LOAD
MRP

24V / 5.7A

VOLTAGE

29V DC

6,000N

MAX LOAD

4,000 N

₹ 5,100

MRP

₹ 7,500

Linak Foot Pdeal

Linak Power Cord

Replacement foot pedal for LNK-1103

Replacement Power cord for LNK-1103

Linak Actuator.

Linak Actuator.

CODE

LFP-1116

CODE

MRP

₹ 3,100

MRP

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

LPC-1117

Preparation & Operation Tables

₹ 12,400

MRP

₹ 1,100

www.abkgrooming.com
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Preparation & Operation Tables
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+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Shampoo, Conditioner
& Dyes
We all know that chemical formulation generally
used for shampoos which we use does not suit
our pets. In fact, it might cause them harm.
We recommend using specially formulated
Shampoos, Conditioners and Dyes for pets. You
can be assured that our range of shampoos,
conditioners are based on natural plant extracts.
Some of these even repel ticks and fleas after
the first use. However, we do advise that a vet
should be consulted in case of pets with preexisting skin conditions.

Forbis, Korea

Forbis Mild Olive Shampoo

Takes care of your pet with sensitive skin using mild shampoo.
Freshness from natural high quality aloe. Uses non-irritating
surfactant made from olive oil. Especially for soft cleansing
and skin protection for animals with sensitive skin. Heat-active
ingredient and aloe vera.

CODE

SHA719

MRP

₹ 3850

4L

CAPACITY

Forbis, Korea

Shampoo, Conditioner & Dyes

Forbis Long Coat Aloe Shampoo

112

Provides moist and nourishment to damaged hair. Heat active
ingredients promotes shinier and more resilient hair contains various
ingredients - Silicone copolymer provides nutrients and moisture.
Heat active element enhances the coat’s natural shine and elasticity.
For cats with hair longer than 3cm
CODE

SHA720

MRP

₹ 3850

4L

CAPACITY

Forbis, Korea

Forbis Short Coat Aloe Shampoo

Specially formulated to prevent hair damage from ultraviolet rays on
short-haired cats. Helps to maintain proper balance of oil and water
in hair and skin leaving them smooth, shiny and manageable. For cats
with hair under 3 cm.

CODE

SHA721

MRP

₹ 3850

CAPACITY

4L

Tropiclean, USA

Tropiclean Natural Flea & Tick Maximum Strength
Tropiclean Natural Flea & Tick Maximum Strength Shampoo kills fleas, ticks &
mosquitoes by contact. Maximum strength formula repels fleas for up to 7 days.
this natural essential blend contains some of nature’s most powerful pest fighting
ingredients, maximized with lemon grass and sesame oil, for long lasting effects.
Powerful and effective but safe enough for routine pet baths on dogs and puppies
12 weeks and older.
CODE

202597

MRP

₹ 5,750

CAPACITY

3.8 L

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Tropiclean, USA

Tropiclean Natural Flea & Tick Shampoo
Plus Soothing

Tropiclean Natural Flea & Tick Plus Soothing Shampoo kills fleas, ticks and mosquitoes
by contact, while cocoa helps soothe irritated skin. This natural essential blend
contains some of nature’s most powerful pest fighting ingredients, maximized with
lemon grass and sesame oil, for long lasting effects. Powerful and effective but safe
enough for routine pet baths on dogs and puppies 12 weeks and older.
CODE

202603

MRP

₹ 5,750

CAPACITY

3.8 L

Biogroom, USA

Special pearlascent brightness adds brilliance and sparkle. Soy Protein gives strength
and body. Helps prevent dryness. Unconditionally guaranteed to leave the coat
clean, smooth and easy to manage. Natural cleansers derived from regrowable
and 100% biodegradable sources of coconut oil. Luxurious fast lather that rinses out
quickly, leaving the coat with a fresh clean smell. Safe to use with tropical flea and tick
treatments. Recommended by top breeders and professional groomers worldwide.
CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

21128
3.8 L

₹ 6,250

Biogroom, USA

Biogroom Bronze Lustre Colour Enhancing Shampoo

Wet coat with warm water. Apply Bronze Luster Shampoo and work well through
the coat and avoid contact with eyes. Rinse. For best results shampoo and rinse
again, then dry and groom as usual. Bronze Lusture may be diluted with up to 8
parts of water. Safe to use with tropical flea & tick treatments.

CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

21528
3.8 L

₹ 6,250

Biogroom, USA

Biogroom Ultra Black Colour Enhancing Shampoo

Special pearlascent brightness add brilliance and sparkle. Soy Protein gives
strength and body. Helps prevent dryness. Unconditionally guaranteed to leave
the coat clean, smooth and easy to manage. Natural cleansers derived from
regrowable and 100% biodegradable sources of coconut oil. Luxurious fast lather
that rinses out quickly, leaving the coat with a fresh clean smell. Safe to use with
tropical flea and tick treatments. Recommended by top breeders and professional
groomers worldwide. For black, charcoal, blue and other dark coloured coats.
CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

21628
3.8 L

Shampoo, Conditioner & Dyes

Biogroom Super White Coat Brightening Shampoo

₹ 6,250

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Biogroom, USA

Biogroom Natural Oatmeal Soothing Shampoo
Relieves itchiness and protects skin with minor cuts, scrapes, burns, chapped
skin and insect bites. Increases skin hydration. Helps reduce redness and
irritation. Excellent Anti-oxidant source. Natural cleansers derived from
regrowable and 100% biodegradable sources of corn, coconut and palm
kernel oils. Safe for puppies, kittens and our environment. Biodegradable and
pH balanced.
CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

27128
3.8 L

₹ 7,250

Biogroom, USA

Shampoo, Conditioner & Dyes

Biogroom Crisp Apple Skin Shampoo

114

Made from natural ingredients with added chamomile and aloe vera, BioGroom Crisps Apple fragrance. Coconut oil natural cleansers known for
mildness. Contains soy protein which strengthens and conditions the coat
& skin. Will not strip the protective oils from the skin and coat. Contains 100%
natural aloe vera which is known for its moisturizing and medical benefits on
the skin. foams and rinses out extremely fast.
CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

28128
3.8 L

₹ 6,950

Biogroom, USA

Biogroom So Gentle Hypo-Allergenic Shampoo

Tested to ensure tear-free and extreme mildness by in-vitro methods, a non-chemical
testing procedure. Cleans completely and effortlessly without stripping natural
protective oils from the skin and coat. Natural coconut oil cleansers give the coat a
beautiful healthy sheen as it cleans. Cleansers derived from regowable and 100% biodegradable sources of coconut oil and palm kernel oil. Safe for puppies and kittens
and our environment. PH balanced, rinse out fast and completely.
CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

25128
3.8 L

₹ 7,750

Biogroom, USA

Biogroom Protein Lanolin Moisturising Shampoo

The original suflate-free pet shampoo since 1971. Hydrolyzed absorbable soy protein to
strengthen hair from the tip to the roots. Will not strip natural oils from the skin and coat.
Highlights all colours and moisturizes all coats. Builds body. Naturally thin no thickeners.
Get rich foamy, residue free shampoo with quicker rinse time. Natural cleansers derived
from regrowable and 100% biodegradable sources of coconut oil and palm kernal oil.
Safe for puppies, kittens and our environment.
CODE

20028

MRP

₹ 8,500

CAPACITY

3.8 L

+91-9637470856
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Biogroom, USA

Biogroom Indulge Sulfate-Free Argan Oil Shampoo
Natural source of Vitamin E, linoleic acid and omega 6 fatty acids. Penetrates
hair shaft and hair follicles to help nourish skin and coat. The antioxidants are
beneficial for healthy skin which is irritated, cracked, damaged or dry. Absorbs
quickly, and does not leave an oily residue. Natural cleansers derived from
regrowable and 100% bio-degradable source of coconut oil.

CODE

29928

MRP

₹ 8,995

CAPACITY

3.8 L

Biogroom, USA

Econo-Groom is a protein and lanolin enriched conditioning formula for routine
use by professional groomers that combines highest quality with maximum
economy. Gives body and luster to the coat. Moisturizes and conditions the
skin. Extra mild, Hypo allergenic concentrated shampoo. Fast and easy to
rinse - leaves no residue. Natural Cleansers derived from regorwable and 100%
biodegradable sources of coconut oil.
CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

21028
3.8 L

₹ 9,500

Biogroom, USA

Biogroom Groom ‘N Fresh Odour Eliminating Shampoo
Unique fragrance that’s selected from the finest perfume oils. Hydrolyzed soy
protein strengthens the coat and leaves its smooth & shiny. Aloe Vera promotes
healing, soothing and hydrating of the skin. Naturally thin no thickeners. Get a rich
foamy, residue free shampoo with quicker rinse time. Natural cleansers derived
from regrowable and 100% biodegradable sources of coconut oil and palm kernel
oil. Safe for puppies, kittens and our environment.
CODE

29028

MRP

₹ 7,750

CAPACITY

3.8 L

Biogroom, USA

Biogroom Silk Crème Rinse Condtioner

Silk Creme Conditioner returns moisture to the skin and coat. Builds strength
and body to the coat. Controls fly away hair. Removes tangles. Rinse out film free
and makes hair incredibly easy to manage. Safe for puppies, kittens and our
environment. Safe to use with tropical flea & tick treatments.

CODE

32028

MRP

₹ 5,500

CAPACITY

3.8 L

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com
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Shampoo, Conditioner & Dyes

Biogroom Econo Groom Shampoo 16:1 Concentrated
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Biogroom, USA

Groom n Fresh Scented Crème Rinse Conditioner
Groom ‘n Fresh Creme Rinse will help eliminate pet odour and leave a long
lasting fragrance. Contains wheat germ oil, vitamin E and panthenol to
ensure a luxurious coat. Removes tangles. Controls fly away hair. Rinses out
film free and makes hair incredibly easy to manage. Safe to use with tropical
flea & tick treatments.

CODE

39028

MRP

₹ 5,750

CAPACITY

3.8 L

Biogroom, USA

Shampoo, Conditioner & Dyes

So Gentle Hypo-Allergenic Crème Rinse Conditioner
Pure Natural So-Gentle conditioning creme rinse is ideal for sensitive pets, allergy
prone dogs, cats, puppies and kittens. Returns moisture to the skin and coat. Rinses
out fast and film free. Controls fly away hair. Helps prevent dryness. Safe to use with
tropical flea & tick treatments. Recommended by top breeders and professional
groomers worldwide.
CODE

35028

MRP

₹ 5,750

CAPACITY

Biogroom, USA

Natural Oatmeal Anti-Itch Crème Rinse Conditioner
Bio-groom’s natural colloidal oatmeal creme rinse is made with all natural colloidal
oatmeal USP. Relieves itchiness and protects skin with minor cuts, scrapes, burns,
chapped skin and insect bites. Increases skin hydration. Helps reduce redness and
irritation. Excellent Anti-oxidant source. Strengthens hair. Safe to use with tropical flea &
tick treatments.
CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

33128
3.8 L

₹ 6,950

Biogroom, USA

So-Dirty Dog Shampoo

Gives body and luster to the coat. Strengthens hair from the tip to the
roots. Will not strip natural oils from the skin and coat. Get a rich foamy
residue free shampoo with quicker rinse time. Safe for puppies, kittens and
our environment.

CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

116

3.8 L

21728
3.8 L

₹ 7,500

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

Opawz, USA

Semi Permanent Hair Dye

CODE

O-17550

O-17551

O-17552

O-17553

O-17554

O-17555

O-17556

CAPACITY

150 g

150 g

150 g

150 g

150 g

150 g

150 g

₹ 1,275

₹ 1,275

₹ 1,275

COLOUR

MRP

Hawaii Blue

Dahlia Purple

Kelly Green

Shocking
Pink
₹ 1,275

Bubble Gum
Pink
₹ 1,275

Flash
Yellow
₹ 1,275

Pumpkin
Orange
₹ 1,275

Opawz, USA

Pet Hair Chalk

Adheres well on pet’s hair bright and vibrant colours. Works well both on dark & light colour coats. Pet
Hair Chalk does not compromise the coat in way. Safe for dog and cats. Available in 11 colours. Repeated
application creates fuller & catchier results!

CODE

O-00218

O-00223

O-00220

O-00222

O-00221

CAPACITY

4g

4g

4g

4g

4g

COLOUR

Pink

Blue

Orange

Purple

Green

₹ 695

₹ 695

₹ 695

₹ 695

₹ 695

CODE

O-94095

O-94096

O-00219

O-94122

O-94138

O-94167

CAPACITY

4g

4g

4g

4g

4g

4g

MRP

COLOUR
MRP

Black

₹ 695

+91-9823203065

White
₹ 695

Yellow
₹ 695

Red

₹ 695

support@abkgrooming.com

Brown
₹ 695

Grey

Shampoo, Conditioner & Dyes

Opawz non-toxic and gentle semi permanent colours for pets. Best suitable for white-haired coat type. Give
your pet an exquisite and superior colouring results in just 20 minutes. For wire-haired coat type colours will
wash away more quickly. Not suggested using on the dark-haired coat type. Safe to use on cats horse coat.
No-putting smell. Safe to use on cats and horses.

₹ 695

www.abkgrooming.com
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Opawz, USA

Pet Glitter Gel

Glitter Gel is a temporary styling gel. Covers coat in coloured glitter & helps to create your own unique pet
style. Easy-on, easy-off. Designed to give pet coats a glamorous presence on any special occasion!

Shampoo, Conditioner & Dyes

Can be used on dark & light colour coats.

CODE

O-94085

O-94082

O-94083

O-94081

O-94084

O-94112

O-94113

O-94123

CAPACITY

30 g

30 g

30 g

30 g

30 g

30 g

30 g

30 g

COLOUR
MRP

₹ 995

Blue

₹ 995

Green
₹ 995

Red

₹ 995

Gold

₹ 995

Silver

Violet

₹ 995

₹ 995

Orange
₹ 995

Opawz, USA

Glitter Powder

Add some dazzle to your groom with Opawz Flitter Powder! Ultra fine & lightweight. Glitter powder in eyecatchin colours will make your dog stand out. Pigment rich glitters can be applied with Opawz Grooming Spray
for more intense look. Versatile & brilliant for pet parties or creative grooming competition for a very subtle
sparkle result.

CODE

O-94157

O-94158

O-94159

O-94160

O-94161

O-94162

O-17499

O-17498

CAPACITY

7 gms

7 gms

7 gms

7 gms

7 gms

7 gms

7 gms

7 gms

COLOUR
MRP

118

Purple

Green
295

Silver
295

+91-9637470856

Gold
295

Red
295

Blue
295

support@abkgrooming.com

Violet
295

Gold
295

Pink
295

www.abkgrooming.com

Opawz, USA

Colour Paste

CODE

O-94091

O-94087

O-94086

O-94088

O-94090

O-94089

O-94093

CAPACITY

50 ml

50 ml

50 ml

50 ml

50 ml

50 ml

50 ml

COLOUR
MRP

Purple
₹ 725

Yellow
₹ 725

Orange
₹ 725

Green
₹ 725

Pink

Blue

₹ 725

₹ 725

Black
₹ 725

Opawz, USA

Semi-Permanent Color Dilution Cream

An innovative formula which helps to create numerous wonderful colours
when mixed with Opwaz Semi-Permanent Hair Dyes. Wide range of
colourful possibilities to create unique pet-grooming masterpieces.

CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

O-17549
150 g

Shampoo, Conditioner & Dyes

Colour Paste is an instant & temporary way to add colour to your pet’s hair. Non-toxic and saturated colours
can turn your pet’s hair to any and all colours of the rainbow! Comes out with just 1-2washes. Safe for dogs &
cats. Great for highlights and detailed design work. Works best on light coats.

₹ 1,275

+91-9823203065

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com
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Opawz, USA

Grooming Spray

Shampoo, Conditioner & Dyes

Used to assist with holding & styling the hair for pets, also you can
apply it before using Opawz Pet hair Chalk. It will provide longlasting colour on the pets’ coat.

CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

60 ml
₹ 795

Opawz, USA

Blow Pen Set of 10 Colors

New way to make temporary creation for pets grooming.
Simply aim & blow to spray. Colour lasts for 2-5 weeks. Pink &
purple colours may last aroud 1-2 motnhs. Includes 10 different
colors in one set: Pink, Black, Purple, Red, Green, Light Blue, Dark
Blue, Orange, Yellow, and Brown.

CODE

CAPACITY
MRP

120

O-94124

O-94125

Set of 10 colurs
₹ 1,095

+91-9637470856

support@abkgrooming.com

www.abkgrooming.com

